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Opo (a.k.a. Opuuo, T’apo [lgn]), a Koman language spoken in Ethiopia and South Sudan, has complex and interesting systems of both NOMINAL NUMBER and VERBAL NUMBER. This paper provides a description and analysis of these systems as found in the Bilugu dialect of Ethiopia, using Corbett's (2000) model of number systems as a theoretical framework. In Bilugu Opo, NOMINAL NUMBER marking is divided along the animacy hierarchy into two systems. The TOP SYSTEM, encompassing all human referents, marks singular ~ plural opposition via a variety of morphological strategies (lexical, derivational, and inflectional) and patterns (marked plural, marked singular, and both marked). The SECOND SYSTEM, encompassing all non-human referents, encodes GENERAL NUMBER. In the Opo verb system, VERBAL NUMBER (Corbett 2000) or PLURACTIONALITY (Newman 1990) is attested for just under half of verbs. These verbs can be organized into two groups: a large group which derive a plural stem through morpho-phonemic means (tone modification, vowel gemination, and reduplication) with unpredictable semantics, and a small group which derive a plural stem through lexical means (suppletion and stem alternation) with more predictable semantics.
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1. **Introduction**

This paper describes both NOMINAL NUMBER and VERBAL NUMBER in Opo (a.k.a. Opuuo, T’apo, ISO 639-3 [lgn]), a Koman language of Ethiopia and South Sudan, with a particular focus on the Bilugu dialect of Ethiopia.¹ Number in Opo is interesting because of both its morphological and semantic diversity. With regard to NOMINAL NUMBER there are two systems: the TOP SYSTEM which encodes a basic singular ~ plural opposition, and the SECOND SYSTEM which encodes GENERAL NUMBER (§2). Within the TOP SYSTEM all three possible patterns of number marking for a singular ~ plural opposition are attested (i.e. marked plural, marked singular, and marked singular and plural

---

¹ Data for this paper was collected in partnership with the Canada Institute of Linguistics at Trinity Western University (Langley, Canada) and Addis Ababa University (Addis Ababa, Ethiopia). The project was also supported in part by SIL Ethiopia and the Gambella Ministry of Culture and Tourism. A previous analysis of some of the material in §3 was presented during the 13th Nilo-Saharan Linguistics Colloquium in Addis Ababa, April 2017, and also for a special linguistics colloquium at Trinity Western University in Langley, October 2017. Special thanks is owed to Justin Goldberg of SIL International and Manuel Otero of the University of Oregon for their participation in some of the research sessions, and to my other colleagues in Koman linguistics for their valuable input. Special thanks to the Opo of Wanke and Longkwe for their hospitality during my visits.

¹ Throughout this paper I use SMALL CAPS to indicate technical terms relevant to number systems.
Further, number is marked using multiple morphological strategies (e.g. suppletion, derivational prefixes, and inflectional prefixes). These differences in pattern and morphological strategies are not random but correspond to natural classes divisible along the animacy hierarchy (Corbett 2000:56). This description of the NOMINAL NUMBER system differs significantly from previous ones, such as Lemi (2010).

Opo also has a semi-productive set of derivational strategies which encode VERBAL NUMBER (Corbett 2000, a.k.a. PLURACTIONALITY, Newman 1990, §3). Just under half of verbs attest a verbal plural stem, and these verbs are divisible into two slightly overlapping groups: a large group which use three morpho-phonemic strategies (i.e. tone modification, vowel gemination, or reduplication) to unpredictably encode either EVENT NUMBER or PARTICIPANT NUMBER (Corbett 2000), and a small group of high-frequency verbs which predictably encode PARTICIPANT NUMBER through lexical strategies (i.e. suppletion or stem alternation). The particulars of the semantics and form of both these groups are heavily dependent on lexical information.

It is important to note that in this paper I differentiate the concepts of VERBAL NUMBER and NOMINAL NUMBER marked on the verb. The latter refers to pronominal agreement markers in Opo (a.k.a. anaphoric clitics (Payne 1997:43)). These are markers which cliticize to the verb and obligatorily agree with the number value of their real-world referents (see §2.4). The former refers to the inherent or derived number of a verb stem, which may affect the semantics of either the number of participants (whether A, S, or O, called PARTICIPANT NUMBER) or the number of events in a verb (called EVENT NUMBER, see §3.1). Due to the significant interaction of these systems it is very difficult to describe the one in isolation from the other (though where possible I do), thus data which contains examples of VERBAL NUMBER will be introduced when I talk about NOMINAL NUMBER in §2 before it is fully explained in §3.

1.1 Data Collection Details

The data in this paper is from the Bilugu dialect of Opo unless noted (see §1.4 on dialect variation). All participants spoke Bilugu fluently, though some identified as ethnically Pame. Participants included Moses Abeba Nyoch, David Onuk Adus, Joshua Otapa Luk, Jeremiah Kadere Akuma, Peter Khora, Jon Gereng Pok, David Oman Pok, Jon Asit Akuma, and James Pintar. Elders who provided recorded texts included Nyoch Abanban, Kwac Jing, Pok Olok, B’asoy Abelbel, and Jul Nikal. Unless otherwise noted, all data is my own. Programs used for data storage and analysis include FLEX, SayMore, and ELAN. Research took place from February 2016 until June 2017 in Addis Ababa and Gambella Regional State, both in Gambella city and the villages of Wankey and Longkwey. Some follow-up research and data checking also took place in 2018 in Gambella.

1.2 Previous Research

Opo can rightly be called an understudied language, though surprisingly it has been the topic of several theses and a dissertation. The earliest mentions of Opo in the literature are from Corfield (1938, 1940, cf. Ciita) and later Bender (1976, cf. Shita; 1983a, cf. Opo-Shita; 1983b, 1985, 1994, 1997, 2000, cf. Opo; 2007, 2008, 2010, cf. Opuuo), all of which are in the context of broader descriptions of Nilo-Saharan or Koman. The first paper containing significant linguistic data is an analysis of the cardinal numbers of Ethiopian Nilo-Saharan languages by Zelalem (2004), though it is unclear in the paper whether the data was original or sourced from elsewhere. Based on my own
research I am not confident in the quality of the data presented there, specifically the transcription and glossing. More recently Lemi (2010) did a short Master’s thesis on the grammar. A bachelor’s thesis on the phonology was done by Van Silfhout (2013a) from Leiden University, which included a collection of the Comparative African Wordlist (2013b). Finally, at the time of this research Mellese was in the process of writing and defending a grammatical description as a PhD. Dissertation at Addis Ababa University (2017).

1.3 Genetic Classification

Opo (ISO 639-3 [lgn]) is a language of the Koman family (a.k.a. Coman, from Greenberg 1963), along with Gwama [kmq], Komo [xom], Uduk [udu], and the likely extinct Gule [gly]. Since Greenberg (1963) Koman has commonly been included as a branch or sub-branch of the Nilo-Saharan phylum. Following Bender (1997), Ethnologue classifies Opo as Nilo-Saharan > Satellite-Core > Core > Koman > Opo (Simmons & Fennig 2017), see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Opo genetic classification, based on Bender (1997).
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In his historical reconstruction of Nilo-Saharan, however, Ehret (2001) places Koman (including Gumuz [guk]) as a primary split from Proto-Nilo-Saharan. Dimmendaal (2008, 2011, 2014; to appear a, b), however, argues that there is insufficient evidence to claim that Koman (including Gumuz [guk]) is a member of Nilo-Saharan, and so classifies it as an independent phylum (2011:328). Following this model, Glottolog offers the much more conservative classification of Koman > Opuuo-Twampa-Komo > Opo (Hammarström et al 2017).

1.4 Nomenclature and Dialect Variation

The language classified by the ISO 639-3 code [lgn] and its speakers have been known by many names, primarily by Opo following Bender (1983b, 1985, 1994, 1997, 2000), which was also used by Ehret (2001) and Lemi (2010), but later also by Opuuo (Bender 2007, 2008, 2010), Opuuo (Van Silfhout 2013), Upo, Ansita, Ciita, Shita, Shita, Opo-Shita, Kina, Kwina, and Langa (Simons & Fennig 2017). In my earlier work (which consisted of mainly unpublished data sets, conference presentations, colloquia, and personal communications), I added to the chaos by using the names Po for the people group and T’apo for their language. I did so out of respect for the people group,
since these correspond with the autonyms of the Ethiopian dialects (i.e. Bilugu and Modin, see below), from /pɔ̀/ 'people' and /tá-pɔ̀/ 'mouth of people'. According to my Opo informants, names such as Opo, Opuuo, Opuo, and Upo were the result of a misunderstanding. The story goes that a Po man was asked who he was and responded with the word /ʊ̀-pɔ̀/ 'male (Opo) person'. Other names like Ansita, Shiita, or Ciita are likely derived from the South Sudanese dialects of the language, where /zìtà/ (Pame), and /ʒìtà ~ ʃìtà/ (Kigile, Pilakoy, likely Bikol), are used as equivalent terms for /pɔ̀/ 'people'. Kina and Kwina are possibly derived from Dana, where 'people' is /kʰìtà/ or /kʰìnà/ (cf. singular /djìtà/ 'person', which is cognate with the Sudanese dialects for 'people'). The name Langa is a somewhat derogatory term from Anyuak, which unfortunately became the source of the ISO 639-3 code [lgn]. All this considered, I have been persuaded by colleagues and the principles for language naming outlined in Haspelmath (2017) that T’apo and Po are inappropriate names for the dialect cluster in the context of academia, especially given that they are only representative of two of the seven dialects. Therefore, in this and future work I will refer to the language as Opo, following the precedent of Bender (1983b).

As has been alluded to above, Opo is not a single language variety but rather a cluster of varieties. This has been recognized as far back as Corfield’s notes, which describe three dialect groups of Ciita, namely Kusgilo, Kigile, and Buldiit (1938:129-130). Bender recognized dialect differences between the Ethiopian and Sudanese varieties in many of his works (e.g. 1983:260). More recently, Lemi identifies seven dialects based on an uncited survey: Pilak’oye, Dana, Pame, Kigile, Bikol, Moudin, and Bilogo (2010:1). Similarly, Van Sillhout identified two Ethiopian varieties — Modi and Bilogo — and five South Sudanese varieties — Pame, Kigoli, Pilagoj, Bigol and Dana (2011:8) — based on information from her informant, a Modin speaker. Mellese also notes these seven dialects – Muddy, Bilugu, Pame, Kigile, Pilakoy, Bikol, and Dana (2017:2-3).

In my own research, utilizing both data collection and interviews, I have likewise tentatively identified seven dialects of Opo: Bilugu and Modin in Ethiopia, and Pame, Kigile, Pilakoy, Bikol, and Dana in South Sudan. These are outlined in Table 1, including information on the current location of speakers. Autonyms are given based on the Bilugu dialect.
Table 1. Contemporary dialects of Opo.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Dialect</th>
<th>Autonym</th>
<th>Spoken in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>Bilugu</td>
<td>/bflógō/</td>
<td>Wanke and Langkwe (Gambella, Ethiopia). Populations found in the Akula refugee camps (Gambella, Ethiopia). Formerly inhabited Pagak, Kalkis, and Wipwiya (exact locations uncertain).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modin</td>
<td>/mòdìn/</td>
<td>Mera and Atuch (Atus) (Gambella, Ethiopia). Formerly in Wanke (Gambella, Ethiopia).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>Pame</td>
<td>/pāmē/</td>
<td>Mayut (both Amahot and Mayut, South Sudan). Some found in the Akula refugee camp (Gambella, Ethiopia).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kigile</td>
<td>/kīgīlē/</td>
<td>Kigile (South Sudan). Some found in the Akula refugee camp (Gambella, Ethiopia).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pilakoy</td>
<td>/pīlāk’jē/</td>
<td>Katen (South Sudan). Some found in the Akula refugee camp (Gambella, Ethiopia).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bikol</td>
<td>/bīkèl/</td>
<td>Paytet (South Sudan). Some found in the Tongo refugee camp (Benishangul-Gumuz, Ethiopia).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dana</td>
<td>/dànà/</td>
<td>Dajo (South Sudan). Some found in the Akula refugee camp (Gambella, Ethiopia) and Tongo refugee camp (Benishangul-Gumuz, Ethiopia).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the minimal comparative data I have been able to collect, as well as anecdotal evidence from my Bilugu, Pame, and Dana speaking informants, the dialect cline appears to follow the order in which I present them: Bilugu, Modin, Pame, Kigile, Pilakoy, Bikol, and finally Dana. Table 2 below gives a small example set of data illustrating this.

Table 2. Comparative data of Opo dialects.²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>‘people’</th>
<th>‘He went home’</th>
<th>‘He ate food’</th>
<th>‘He saw a dog’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3SG.M.NOM = go.SG home</td>
<td>3SG.M.NOM = eat.SG food</td>
<td>3SG.M.NOM = see dog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilugu</td>
<td>pɔ</td>
<td>ār = jà pà</td>
<td>ār = sà mà</td>
<td>ār = ɡił tênè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modin</td>
<td>pɔ</td>
<td>ār = jà wɔpà</td>
<td>ār = sà mà</td>
<td>ār = ɡił tênj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pame</td>
<td>zìtà</td>
<td>ār = ɔ̀ wàt</td>
<td>ār = sà mà</td>
<td>ār = ɡił tênj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kigile</td>
<td>ʃità</td>
<td>ār = ʃà wàt</td>
<td>ār = sà mà</td>
<td>ār = ɡił tên</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilakoy</td>
<td>ʃità</td>
<td>ār = ʃà wàt</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ār = ɡił tên</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bikol</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana</td>
<td>ʃìtà – kʰìtà</td>
<td>hār = ʃà wàd</td>
<td>hār = úʃà mà</td>
<td>hār = ʃiłá tênj</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

² Kigile and Pilakoy data in this table are reported forms by Bilugu and Pame speakers.
From these data it remains to be seen whether Kigile and Pilakoy attest any significant linguistic differences. Also, the complete absence of data from Bikol makes it impossible to judge its status as a distinct dialect and its position along the cline. According to my informants, however, it is somewhat closer to Dana than to Pame, Kigile, and Pilakoy. Of all the dialects, Dana is the most distinct, and further research may prove it to be an independent language. Otero (2016, forthcoming) argues this, showing that Corfield’s Buldiit dialect (1938) is in fact Dana, and claiming that it is unlikely to be mutually intelligible with other Opo varieties.

As previously stated, this paper describes the number system of the Bilugu dialect of Opo, which is one end of the dialect cline. In certain cases I offer comparative data from Pame, Modin, and Dana.

1.5 Phonological Overview

Given that Opo is a significantly understudied language, it is useful here to provide an overview of the phonology. While phonological analyses may be found in Lemi (2010) and Van Silfhout (2013a), my analysis differs significantly from these, especially with regard to vowel phonemes and tone. The following is based off of data primarily from the Bilugu, Modin, and Pame dialects, and is not representative of Dana.

Depending on the variety, Opo has upwards of thirty-two phonemic consonants. Table 3 below gives a complete chart of these phonemes, with uncertain phonemes or those not attested across all dialects given in parentheses.

| Table 3. Phonemic consonants of Opo (excluding Dana). |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| | BILABIAL | ALVEOLA R | PALATAL | VELAR | GLOTTAL |
| Stop |  |  |  |  |  |
| vl. | p | t | c | k | (?) |
| vl. aspirated | pʰ | tʰ | (cʰ) | kʰ |  |
| vl. ejective | p' | t' | c' | k' |  |
| vd. | b | d | j | g |  |
| vd. implosive |  |  |  |  |  |
| Fricative |  |  |  |  |  |
| vl. |  | s | (j) |  | h |
| vd. |  |  |  | (z) |  |
| Nasal |  | m | n | η |  |
| Lateral |  |  | l |  |  |
| Trill |  |  | r |  |  |
| Semivowel |  | w |  | j |  |
| vd. |  |  |  |  | (w) |

The palatal stops /c, c', j/ in Bilugu have various phonetic realizations ranging from [c~tʃ], [c'~tʃ'] and [j~ʒ~dʒ] respectively, depending on the speaker. The voiced alveolar fricative /z/ is a distinct phoneme in Pame, but has merged with /j/ in Bilugu and Modin. The glottal stop /ʔ/ and voiceless aspirated palatal stop /cʰ/ are uncertain phonemes because they have only been observed as contrastive at morpheme boundaries, though /ʔ/ does show up lexically before semivowels in a
handful of nouns and verbs such as /ʔwáj/ 'wild dog' and /ʔjá/ 'go PL'. The voiceless palatal fricative /ʃ/ is an allophone of /s/ before the high +ATR vowels in Bilugu, Modin, and Pame, but its status is uncertain in the other dialects (though it is known to be phonetically present at least). The voiceless labio-velar semivowel /ʍ/ is a distinct phoneme in Bilugu and Modin, but its status in the other dialects is uncertain.

Opo has a seven-vowel system, which is common for Koman languages. These pattern as a /2IU/ system (Casali 2008:504, 2016:95), with ATR contrast in the high vowels only, leaving the mid and low vowels as phonologically [-ATR]. Phonetically, the mid –ATR vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ tend to be quite high, sounding almost like [ɛ] and [ɔ], or [ɛ̝] and [ɔ̝]. In addition, Bilugu, Modin, and Pame dialects have a set of much lower mid –ATR vowel phonemes, /ɛ̞/ and /ɔ̞/, which are found almost exclusively in words borrowed from Anyuak and Nuer, and only in CVC environments (e.g. /kɔ́r/ 'one-hundred' from Nuer kwɔr, and /tənɛ/ 'pillow' from Anyuak t̪ən̪i). These phonemes are presumably "foreign", having arisen through contact and being reserved for borrowed terms, and thus are not considered part of the original vowel system. The full inventory is illustrated in Table 4 below. Note that while vowel length is contrastive, I do not consider long-vowels to be distinct phonemes, thus they are excluded from this chart. Throughout this paper I will use double letters to represent vowel length instead of the IPA length marker (e.g. /aː/ instead of /aː/).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Phonemic vowels of Opo (excluding Dana).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FRONT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH [+ATR]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH [-ATR]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MID [-ATR]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOW</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tone in Opo has a high lexical and grammatical functional load. According to my analysis there are four levels of phonemic tone in Bilugu: low (L), mid (M), high (H), and extra-high (X). Extra-high is attested only on a subset of the vowels: /i u a/. The number of phonemic tone levels in the other dialects has not been fully analyzed, but based on current data there are possibly only three. Table 5 below gives evidence of four levels of contrast on monosyllabic, monomorphemic nouns in a M_H environment, using the frame /tā _ tɔ́n/ 'It is a big __'. The pitch contour diagrams are modeled on Snider (1999, 2017), and represent relative phonetic pitch heights of an utterance. Like many languages with large tone inventories, the surface realization of lexical tone in Opo is highly stable.

3 Chali Uduk is the exception, having only five phonemic vowels (Killian 2015:32). Evidence of a seven vowel system in Gwama can be found in Hellenthal & Kutch-Lojenga (2011), and for Komo in Olejarczuk et al (2016, 2019).
Table 5. Lexical tone contrast in Opo (Bilugu only).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lexical tone</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pitch Contour</td>
<td>[−−]</td>
<td>[−−−]</td>
<td>[−−]</td>
<td>[−−−]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>tā</td>
<td>pī</td>
<td>tōn</td>
<td>tā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloss</td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>cow</td>
<td>big</td>
<td>BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jī</td>
<td>snake</td>
<td>big</td>
<td>snake.sp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tōn</td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>big</td>
<td>BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tē</td>
<td>snake.sp</td>
<td>big</td>
<td>mouse.sp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tōn</td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>big</td>
<td>BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kʰ</td>
<td>tōn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Translation: 'It is a big cow.' 'It is a big snake.' 'It is a big snake.' 'It is a big mouse.'

2. Nominal Number in Bilugu Opo

In this section I describe NOMINAL NUMBER in Bilugu Opo as it is marked on both the noun and the verb stem. I begin by differentiating the two number systems (§2.1) following the terminology of Corbett (2000). I proceed to describe the TOP SYSTEM which applies to human referents (HR) (§2.2), and then the SECOND SYSTEM which applies to non-human referents (NHR) (§2.3). For each of these systems I demonstrate the different means by which number is or is not expressed on nominals (e.g. morphological or lexical, inflectional or derivational). In this I also show that all four logical patterns of number expression noted by Moravcsik are attested: marked singular and plural, unmarked singular and plural, marked plural, and marked singular (2017:453). Finally, I show how these two number systems are marked on the verb stem (§2.4), specifically in the form of pronominal agreement markers (a.k.a. anaphoric clitics).

2.1 Two Systems of Nominal Number

Bilugu Opo has two number systems, meaning that there are two natural classes of nominals having different available number oppositions. In accordance with the typological predictions of Corbett (2000), these systems split along the animacy hierarchy (Figure 2). This hierarchy includes natural grammatical and semantic classes of nominals: first person pronouns, second person pronouns, third person pronouns, kinship terms (e.g. mother, cousin), nouns referring to humans (e.g. man, worker), nouns referring to animate non-humans (e.g. dog, snake), and nouns referring to inanimate non-humans (e.g. rock, chair, love).

Figure 2. The Animacy Hierarchy (Corbett 2000:56).

1st person > 2nd person > 3rd person > kin > human > animate > inanimate

Corbett predicts that when there are multiple number systems in a language (i.e. multiple sets of available number oppositions such as GENERAL NUMBER, singular ~ plural, or single ~ plural ~ dual) they will divide at some point along this hierarchy. At a given split, the left system will have more available number oppositions than the right. Thus, if there is a singular ~ plural opposition available for nouns referring to humans in a given language, Corbett predicts it will also be available for kinship terms and pronouns. Likewise, if there is no singular ~ plural opposition for nouns referring to humans, there will be none for nouns referring to non-humans. The one exception to this pattern
is that the third person pronouns may split internally if there is a split lower down in the hierarchy. That is, third person pronouns referring to nominals to the left of the split will attest the same number opposition, but those referring to nominals to the right of the split may pattern either with the left or right nominals (2000:62). Corbett also predicts that if there is morphological irregularity in marking number, greater irregularity will occur leftward in the hierarchy (2000:76).

For Bilugu Opo the split occurs between human and non-human nominals. Following the terminology of Corbett, I will call these two systems the TOP SYSTEM and the SECOND SYSTEM (2000). The TOP SYSTEM applies to pronouns, kinship terms, and humans, showing a basic opposition between singular and plural. The SECOND SYSTEM applies to all non-humans — both animate and inanimate, and their referring pronouns — and attests GENERAL NUMBER, meaning nominals can be expressed without reference to number (see §2.3). Figure 3 below illustrates how the two systems are divided along the animacy hierarchy, whereas Figure 4 illustrates the available number oppositions for the two natural classes of Bilugu Opo nominals. These figures are modeled after those found in Corbett (2000).

In Figure 3 the animacy hierarchy is given at the top and the division of number systems along the bottom. The number values in addition to singular / general are given in the leftmost column (in the case of Bilugu Opo there is only plural, no dual or paucal). The dashed line indicates attestation of a number value for nominals with respect to the animacy hierarchy.

**Figure 3.** The top and second nominal number systems of Bilugu Opo.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range of Plural</th>
<th>Animacy Hierarchy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1  2  3  kin  human  animate  inanimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top System  Second System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 is based on Corbett’s derivation of number oppositions (2000), illustrating how singular ~ plural opposition is available for human nominals, but is unavailable for non-human nominals (i.e. it is not that only singular is available for non-humans, but rather that neither singular nor plural are available). This figure may seem upside down, since human referents belong to the TOP SYSTEM, however "top" refers to the left side of the animacy hierarchy, which does not enter into this diagram.

**Figure 4.** Available number oppositions for Bilugu Opo nominals.
2.2 The Top System: Human Referents

The TOP SYSTEM of Bilugu Opo encompasses all human referent (HR) nominals and maintains a basic opposition between singular and plural. Number is obligatory and is expressed through one of three morphological strategies: suppletion, derivational morphology, or inflectional morphology. These strategies correspond to three natural divisions of the animacy hierarchy: pronouns, general human referents, and kinship terms. In the following subsections I describe these three groups in detail.

2.2.1 Pronouns: Number Marking via Suppletion. The first group are the HR pronouns. Like most pronominal systems in the world the Bilugu Opo pronoun system encodes number through suppletion (Corbett 2000:155). This means that pronouns with differing number values each have their own unique lexical base; one is not derived from the other by some morphological means.

Here, and also with the derivational markers (§2.2.2), the singular is “cumulatively expressed” (Moravcsik 2017:454) or “simultaneously expressed” (Stump 1998:27) with gender, meaning they are inseparable or even conflated. A chart of the independent pronouns is given in Table 6, including their corresponding vocative forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>INDEPENDENT / BASE</th>
<th>VOC (M/F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>āgā</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>āj</td>
<td>āj, ḏrā / bā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG.M</td>
<td>*ūtā</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG.F</td>
<td>*bā</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL.INCL</td>
<td>minā</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL.EXCL</td>
<td>mànā</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>ōmā</td>
<td>ōmā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>*bījā</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The third person pronouns /*ūtā/, /*bā/, and /*bījā/ are starred (*) to indicate that they are not attested in isolation, but rather form the base of various independent forms. In discourse they invariably occur with a modifier such as a demonstrative enclitic, the associative suffix, or the relativizing enclitic /=mō/. The examples below illustrate the suppletive singular and plural forms of the pronouns using the frame /tā __ / 'it is __', in answer to the question 'Who did it?' (1). Note that the first person (1) and second person pronouns (2) correspond directly to some forms of the pronominal agreement markers given in Table 12, §2.4. Note also that the third person pronouns are given with the medial demonstrative enclitic /=mū/, which is a common means of expressing them as free words. The derivations of all three demonstrative forms for the masculine, feminine, and plural pronouns are given in Table 7.

4 In these examples and throughout the paper I use bold font to draw attention to particular morphemes.
(1) First person singular ~ plural pronouns
   a. tā āgā
      BE 1SG
      'It is I.'
   b. tā mānā
      BE 1.PL.EXCL
      'I it us (excluding addressee).'
   c. tā mānā
      BE 1.PL.INCL
      'It is us (including addressee).'

(2) Second person singular ~ plural pronouns
   a. tā āy
      BE 2SG
      'It is you (SG).'
   b. tā ūmā
      BE 2PL
      'It is you (PL).'

(3) Third person singular ~ plural pronouns
   a. tā ūtēnī
      BE 3SG.M:MED
      'It is him (there).'
   b. tā ūnī
      BE 3SG.F:MED
      'It is her (there).'
   c. tā bījēnī
      BE 3PL:MED
      'It is them (there).'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7. Derivations of Bilugu Opo human third person demonstrative pronouns.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROXIMAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG.M:PROX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG.M:MED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG.F:PROX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG.F:MED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL:PROX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL:MED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL:3SG.F:MED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.2 Human Referent Nouns: Number Marking via Derivation. The second group includes the vast majority of HR nouns in Bilugu Opo, excluding only kinship terms, and encodes number via derivational means sourced in the third person pronoun bases just shown: /otā/ ‘3SG.M’ /bā/ ‘3SG.F’, and /bījā/ ‘3PL’.
One means is to derive HR nouns by using the pronoun bases in an associative construction with another noun. The associative construction in Bilugu Opo is the basic N+N modifying relationship, schematized in (4). The first element takes the associative prefix /-(i)/ and modifies the second to the effect of 'noun of noun' (4)a) or sometimes forming a compound (4)b). Note that the /u/ of this suffix is elided when affixed to a vowel, leaving only the H tone.

(4) The associative construction
a. N N → N+N
   kɔ́gɔ́-(f) wàc’à kɔ́gɔ́ wàc’à
   scale-ASC fish scale:ASC fish
   'Scale of fish'

b. N N → N
   wàc’à-(f) kɔ́gɔ́ wàc’à-kɔ́gɔ́
   fish-ASC scale fish:ASC-scale
   'Scalefish (a class of fish)'

For deriving HR nouns, the third person pronoun bases take the first slot in the associative construction. This is illustrated with the noun /náár/ 'spirit' to derive the term 'spiritist' in (5), with /kɔ́cɔ́/ 'land, soil' to derive 'landowner' in (6), and with the proper noun /tʃápjá/ 'Ethiopia' to derive 'Ethiopian' in (7). In each of these cases the number value is encoded in the pronoun base used to derive the human nominal.

(5) a. òtá-máár  b. bá-máár  c. bijá-máár
    'Spiritist (M)'  'Spiritist (F)'  'Spiritists'

(6) a. òtá-kɔ́cɔ́  b. bá-kɔ́cɔ́  c. bijá-kɔ́cɔ́
    'Landowner (M)'  'Landowner (F)'  'Landowners'

(7) a. òtá-tʃápjá  b. bá-tʃápjá  c. bijá-tʃápjá
    'Ethiopian (M)'  'Ethiopian (F)'  'Ethiopians'

Another common means of encoding number utilizes three derivational prefixes — /ò-/ 'SG.M', /bá-/ 'SG.F', and /bí-/ 'PL' — which are clearly reduced forms of the third person pronoun bases. These are organized in Table 8 below.

Table 8. Bilugu Opo human number-gender derivational prefixes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>ò-</td>
<td>bì-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>bá-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These prefixes can be used for a kind of participant nominalization (Payne 1997:225), attaching directly to verb stems to derive a nominal corresponding to the A or S (nominative) argument of a verb. The result is a term for the "one who does [verb]" or "one who is [verb]", as in (8) below. As
with the associative derivations, the number value of the resulting noun in these examples is encoded entirely in the derivational prefixes.

(8) HR nouns derived from verb roots
   a. câŋī 'send'  b. kʰâjī 'herd (v.)'
       ò-câŋī 'sender (M)'  ò-kʰâjī 'herdsman'
       ña-câŋī 'sender (F)'  ña-kʰâjī 'herdswoman'
       bì-câŋī 'senders'  bì-kʰâjī 'herdsmen'

   Note that these are not simply relative clauses. True relative clauses in Bilugu Opo utilize the full pronoun base plus the relativizing clitic /=mù/, as in (9)a), and can take verbal inflectional morphology such as the future-irrealis marker /á/, as in (9)b). Attempting to add such inflectional morphology to a participant nominalization is ungrammatical, as in (10).

(9) Grammatical relative clauses
   a. ɓā=mù câŋī=ār
      3SG.F=REL. send=3M.ACC
      'She who sent him.'
   b. ɓā=mù доб=ār
      3SG.F=REL. FUT-send=3M.ACC
      'She who will send him.'

(10) Ungrammatical HR participant nominalization
      *ɓā-닫-câŋī
      *SG.F-FUT-send
      '*She who will send.'

   Verbal derivational morphology or incorporated objects, on the other hand, may remain on the verb stem when deriving such a nominal. For example, when a deictic directional (DD) marker is used to modify the goal of a motion verb — as in (11) where /câŋī/ 'send' takes /-ó/ 'DD1' to the change the goal to the deictic center (i.e. 'send here') — the derived stem can become the base of nominal derivations (12).

(11) Verb with the deictic directional suffix
      òtênì câŋ-ó =  ámb
      3SG.M:MED. send-DD = 3SG.F.ACC
      'He sent her here.'

(12) HR participant nominalization of derived verb stem
      ò-câŋ-ó
      SG.M-send-DD1
      'Sender (M), one who sends here (towards deictic centre).'

   As will be explained thoroughly in §3, many verbs in Opo attest a derived verbal plural stem (a.k.a. PLURACTIONAL). When the number-gender prefixes are used to derive nominals from such
verbs, they take the appropriate stem. For example, in (13a) the verbal adjective /c’ti/ ‘be black’ takes
a reduplicated form /c’ti–c’ti/ as its plural stem. When a masculine or feminine singular nominal is
derived it takes the singular stem to form /u-c’ti/ ‘black man’ or /baa-c’iti/ ‘black woman’, whereas the
plural takes the reduplicated stem to form /bi-c’ti–c’ti/ ‘black people’. Similarly in (13b) the verbal
adjective /t’a/ ‘be big (SG)’ has a suppletive plural form /ceg’i/ ‘be big (PL)’. Again, when the masculine or feminine singular is derived it takes the singular stem, whereas when the plural is
derived it takes the plural stem.

(13) HR nouns derived from verbs with contrastive singular ~ plural stems
a. c’ti  ‘be black’  b. t’a  ‘be big’
c’ti–c’ti  ‘be black (PL)’  c’eg’i  ‘be big (PL)’
ú-c’ti  ‘black man’  o-t’a  ‘elder (M)’
baa-c’ti  ‘black woman’  baa-t’a  ‘elder (F)’
bí-c’ti–c’ti  ‘black people’  bi-ceg’i  ‘elders’

Yet another derivational strategy for expressing number involves a small set of HR nouns with
an unmarked plural root to which the singular number-gender prefixes can be added, as in (14). These nouns
 correspond to classes of people, such as the word for ‘people’ itself Error! Reference source not found.a), youth (14)b), proper names for ethnic groups (14-c-d), and even soldiers (14-e).
Unlike those HR nouns derived using the full pronoun base — described in (5), (6), and (7) — these
nouns are not formed using an associative construction, but directly affix to the noun.6

(14) HR nouns with plural base and derived singular forms.
a. p’d  ‘people’ / the Opo’  b. p’bal  ‘young people’
o-p’d  ‘man’ / Opo man’  o-p’bal  ‘young man’
baa-p’d  ‘woman’ / Opo woman’  baa-p’bal  ‘young woman’
c. j’aŋ’d  ‘Nuer people’  d. p’aw  ‘Habesha people’
o-j’aŋ’d  ‘Nuer man’  o-p’aw  ‘Habesha man’
baa-j’aŋ’d  ‘Nuer woman’  baa-p’aw  ‘Habesha woman’
e. d’e  ‘soldiers, army’  o-d’e  ‘soldier (M)’

Finally, there are three HR nouns that encode number through suppletive singular ~ plural
pairings, most of which are likely lexicalizations of the derivational number-gender prefixes. These
are the terms for ‘male’, ‘female’, and ‘child’, given in (15) below.

(15) HR nouns with suppletive plurals
a. okaŋ ~ kaŋ  ‘male ~ husband’  b. a’dim’e  ‘child’

---

5 Note here that the prefix /o-/ assimilates the [+ATR] value of the verb root vowel.
6 Interestingly, as a feminine singular for the term ‘soldier’ in (14-e), my informants produced /baa-d’e/ SG.F.ASC-army ‘woman of the army’, rather than /baa-d’e/ *SG.F-army ‘female soldier’. Presumably, this is
because the term is semantically marked, their tradition being that females do not engage in warfare.
Looking at cognate forms across other Opo dialects and Koman languages helps explain these forms (see Table 9 below). The word /òkà/) 'male' (cf. /kà/) 'husband') is composed with the masculine prefix /ò-/ plus the root /kà/. The plural /bà/) thus appears to be a phonological reduction of the plural prefix /bi-/ and the same root /*bi-kà/ → /bà/. The word /bà/) 'woman' is clearly related to the feminine pronoun base /bà/, plus a fossilized element /*_pà/) which corresponds to a second bilabial consonant in cognate forms. The source of its plural /5p3/) is likely a very old lexical plural, given its cognates. The plural /bit/) 'children' appears to be a combination of the plural prefix /bi-/ plus a fossilized root /*_t/, likely derived from a Proto-Koman root meaning 'child' (cf. the elements /*_t/ /c}/ /*_c} /*_f/ /*_f/ /*_d/ /*_d/ in cognate forms given below). The singular form /à) 'child' is thus likely composed of this element plus a lexicalized historical prefix /*_à/.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opo</th>
<th>Komo</th>
<th>Gwama</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bilugu</td>
<td>Modin</td>
<td>Pame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'husband'</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>kà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'man, male'</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>òkà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'wife'</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>bà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'female, woman'</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>ɓà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'child'</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>àdÌmÌ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3 Kinship Terms: Inflectional Number. The final group of HR nominals roughly corresponds to kinship terms, but also includes some human offices like /àt'ap'ù/ 'king'. These mark number via an inflectional prefix: the singular form remains unmarked for number while the plural takes /ò-/ 'PL'. This prefix surfaces as /ò-/ before consonants, as in (16)a-f) and (16)b-n), and

7 This /*_à/ may have the same source as the non-human pronoun base /*_hà/ '3NH' and derivational prefix /*_à/ 'NH' found with NHX nouns (see §2.3.3-4), and may be related to the Class 2 gender proclitic /à =/ found in Uduk (see Killian 2018).

8 In Table 9 the dashed line represents a semantic split in the singular; words centered on the line encompass both glosses. Single dashes (-) indicate that the corresponding word is not cognate. A question mark (?) indicates a questionable cognate. Chali Uduk /*_gwà/) is starred because it does not appear as an independent plural form, but does appear in the attributive nominative /gwà/ 'male'.

#### Table 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opo</th>
<th>Komo</th>
<th>Gwama</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bilugu</td>
<td>Modin</td>
<td>Pame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'husband'</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>kà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'man, male'</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>òkà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'wife'</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>bà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'female, woman'</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>ɓà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'child'</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>àdÌmÌ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as /w-/ before vowels, as in (16)g-k. Note that many of these kinship terms are inalienably possessed and that this is reflected in the gloss by the default third singular possession, as in (16)c-d and (16)m-n.

(16) HR nouns with inflectional plurals

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>cêmô</td>
<td>'father'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ë-cêmô</td>
<td>'fathers'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>kômô</td>
<td>'mother'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ë-kômô</td>
<td>'mothers'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>hàm</td>
<td>'his/her brother'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ë-hàm</td>
<td>'his/her brothers'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>ëm</td>
<td>'his/her sister'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ë-ëm</td>
<td>'his/her sisters'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>cajmôn</td>
<td>'father-in-law'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ë-cajmôn</td>
<td>'fathers-in-law'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.</td>
<td>kwajmôn</td>
<td>'mother-in-law'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ë-kwajmôn</td>
<td>'mothers-in-law'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g.</td>
<td>ëbâtôn</td>
<td>'grandfather'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w-ëbâtôn</td>
<td>'grandfathers'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h.</td>
<td>ëdijê</td>
<td>'(grand)mother'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w-ëdijê</td>
<td>'(grand) mothers'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i.</td>
<td>ësâmà</td>
<td>'sororal nephew/niece'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w-ësâmà</td>
<td>'sororal nephews/nieces'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j.</td>
<td>ëpâlâ</td>
<td>'brother-in-law (of male)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w-ëpâlâ</td>
<td>'brothers-in-law'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k.</td>
<td>ëcêmô</td>
<td>'paternal uncle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w-ëcêmô</td>
<td>'paternal uncles'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l.</td>
<td>ëcêmô</td>
<td>'paternal aunt'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ë-bácêmô</td>
<td>'paternal aunts'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m.</td>
<td>ësákàm</td>
<td>'his/her maternal uncle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w-ësákàm</td>
<td>'his/her maternal uncles'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.</td>
<td>ëkômô</td>
<td>'his/her maternal aunt'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ë-bákômô</td>
<td>'his/her maternal aunts'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even though these nouns form their plural inflectionally, a good number of the singular stems appear to be historically derived forms. For example, the term for 'sister' /bâm/ in (16)d is clearly related to the third feminine pronoun /bä/. Likewise the terms for 'paternal aunt' (16)i and 'maternal aunt' (16)m contain the element /bä/, but with the H tone characteristic of the associative construction (refer to (4)). This element could be analysed synchronically as an associative construction using the pronoun base in the same way as the derived nouns in examples (5), (6) and (7) (e.g. /bä-/i ëcêmô/ $\rightarrow$ /bácêmô/). However, likely it is a phonological reduction of /bâm/ 'sister' used in an associative construction (e.g. /bâm-/i ëcêmô/ $\rightarrow$ /bácêmô/). This would then parallel the element /â/ in /âcêmô/ 'paternal uncle' (16)k, which could be analyzed as a historical reduction of /hâm/ 'brother' in an associative construction (i.e. /hâm-/i ëcêmô/ $\rightarrow$ /âcêmô/). Finally, many of the nouns in this category (16)g-k) appear to begin with the same fossilized prefix /*â/- that was noted for /âdímê/ 'child' (refer to footnote 7).

The inflectional plural can also be affixed to proper names to form an "associative plural" (Corbett 2000:103, Moravcsik 2017:446-7), not to be confused with the 'associative construction'. The semantics here are "so-and-so and his associates" or "so-and-so and those with him" as illustrated in (17) and (18), with the named individual being the most salient of the group (Moravcsik

---

9 In an earlier analysis I argued that both /hâm/ and the /â/ of /âcêmô/ were derived from the non-human pronoun base /*hâ/. Based on evidence for the source of /hâm/, however, I no longer consider this tenable.
Corbett argues from various cross linguistic evidences that this type of plural is actually outside of the formal number system, though it is not uncommon for such a construction to utilize plural morphology as Bilugu Opo does (Corbett 2000:109-10, Moravcsik 2017:446).

(17) ʊ̄-dɛ́bì ɗà PL-David come.PL

'David (and those with him) came.'

(18) āɡā ɡìl ʊ̄-ʊ̀tāpà 1SG.NOM see PL-Utapa

'I saw Utapa (and his associates).'

2.2.4 Summary of the Top System and Typological Comments. In this section I have shown that the TOP SYSTEM of Bilugu Opo maintains a basic singular ~ plural opposition, and that nominals in this system fall into three major groups divisible both along the animacy hierarchy and by their strategy for number marking. The first category, pronouns, encode number through suppletion (i.e. lexically). The second category, including all HR nouns except kinship terms, encode number through derivational means sourced in the third person pronoun bases (e.g. the prefixes /ʊ̄-/ 3SG.M., /ɓā-/ 3SG.F, and /bī-/ 3PL), or through a combination of derivational and lexical means. The third category, roughly corresponding to kinship terms, encodes number inflectionally through the plural prefix /ʊ̄-, which can also be used to form associative number with proper nouns. A visual overview of the TOP SYSTEM is given in Figure 5, where the dashed line indicates attestation of a particular strategy (given in the first column) with reference to nouns organized along the animacy hierarchy (given in the top row).

Comparing the TOP SYSTEM to Dimmendaal’s description of typical Nilo-Saharan number marking (2000), there are several things to note. First, Bilugu Opo number marking is exclusively prefixing, contrary to Dimmendaal’s expectation that Nilo-Saharan systems will be primarily suffixing or a combination of suffixing and prefixing (2000:217). Second, three of the four possible marking patterns (Moravcsik 2017:453) are attested in the TOP SYSTEM: pronouns and most HR plurals mark both singular and plural (both lexically and derivationally), a small set of mostly ethnonyms have an unmarked plural and marked singular, and kinship terms have an unmarked singular with a marked plural. At first glance this looks a lot like Dimmendaal’s "tripartite division" between singulative, plural, and "replacive" marking, which he notes is not attested in Koman (2000:216). However, since the gender-number derivational prefixes are undoubtedly derived from the third person pronouns, this correspondence is merely coincidental. The derivational plurals are
not a true Nilo-Saharan tripartite number marking system. Rather, they are what Dimmendaal calls prefixing nominal derivation, which he says is to be expected in Koman (2000:246-7). Finally, Dimmendaal notes that kinship terms often operate as a "macrocategor" in terms of number marking, using a separate paradigm from other nominals (2000:234), which I have shown to be true in Bilugu Opo. The interesting part of the Bilugu Opo system, however, is that kinship terms not only attest a paradigmatic difference (i.e. an exclusive set of morphology), but also a categorical difference (i.e. inflection versus derivation). This also supports the category KIN as a legitimate division along the animacy hierarchy for distinguishing number systems, which Corbett notes has weak evidence cross-linguistically (2000:59).

2.3 The Second System: Non-Human Referents

The SECOND SYSTEM encompasses all non-human referent (NHR) nominals, including animate nouns, inanimate nouns, and their third person referring pronouns. Unlike the HR nominals, the SECOND SYSTEM does not attest a singular ~ plural opposition. Instead it remains unmarked for either singular or plural, even when quantified, inherently expressing GENERAL NUMBER. GENERAL NUMBER as defined by Corbett implies that "the meaning of the noun can be expressed without reference to number [...] it is outside the number system" (2000:10). The fact that GENERAL NUMBER is the only available number value in the SECOND SYSTEM is to be expected typologically (2000:127) and is well attested in other Koman languages. Some Koman linguists use the term TRANSNUMERAL synonymously with GENERAL NUMBER (Killian 2015:62, Otero 2015b:3). The former term, however, is often defined in the context of facultative (optional) number marking, with TRANSNUMERAL being the unmarked option. Further, Acquaviva (2003) defines TRANSNUMERAL as a kind of semantic neutralization of number opposition, so as to include pluralia tantum (e.g. Eng. 'scissors', 'clothes') and cohesive aggregates (e.g. Eng. 'stars'), and other noun classes which would not be considered GENERAL according to Corbett's definition above. Given the situation in Bilugu Opo, where number marking is simply not available for nouns in the SECOND SYSTEM, I prefer Corbett's nomenclature.

In this section I will argue that NHR nominals fundamentally encode GENERAL NUMBER, even though number can be specified secondarily through other constituents. First I outline out my arguments (§2.3.1), then illustrate how they obtain for various different types of NHR nominals: monomorphemic nouns (§2.3.2), pronouns (§2.3.3), nouns with derivational prefixes (§2.3.4). I then note one limited environment where number may be encoded on the noun stem (§2.3.5) and discuss a notable exception to the SECOND SYSTEM, the word /pi/ 'cow' (§2.3.6).

2.3.1 Arguments for NHR nominals encoding general number. There are several proofs that number in the SECOND SYSTEM is general, which I outline in (19) below. I expound (19)a-b) below but reserve (19)c) for §2.4.

(19) Arguments for GENERAL NUMBER in the SECOND SYSTEM.
   a. When not specified secondarily, number is ambiguous.
   b. When number is specified secondarily, NHR nominals do not attest contrasting singular ~ plural forms.
   c. Whether or not number is specified secondarily, agreement marking is always 3NH.
First (19)a, as would be expected for nominals expressing GENERAL NUMBER, unless some other constituent encodes for single or plural, the number value of NHR nominals is ambiguous. Thus, in (20) below, NHR nominals elicited in isolation encode GENERAL NUMBER, both nouns (20)a and pronouns (20)b).

(20) Nouns and pronouns with ambiguous number value

a. mè 'goat(s)'
   pəl 'hammer(s)'
b. hénɔ̃ 'this/these'
   nénɔ̃ 'this/these'

Likewise, in many fully formed sentences the number of NHR nominals can remain ambiguous, regardless of grammatical role. In (21) the S argument /båŋ/ 'elephant(s)' encodes GENERAL NUMBER, as does the A argument /tɔ̀bɔ̀/ 'lion(s)' in (22), and the O argument /wàc'ã/ 'fish' in (23).

(21) båŋ sìsì
elephant disappear

'Elephant(s) disappeared.'

(22) tɔ̀bɔ̀ kãm sùmã
lion find meat

'Lion(s) found meat.'

(23) õtènì màl wàc'ã
3SG.M:MED catch fish

'He (there) caught (a/some) fish.'

Next (19)b, NHR nouns do not have contrasting singular ~ plural forms even when number is specified by another constituent. We can see this by using a quantifier to force a number interpretation onto an NHR noun and then comparing these with HR nouns in the same context. When modified by /ɗjàn/ 'one', the HR noun for 'child' takes the singular form /àdìmè/ (24)a, and when modified by /tùsù/ 'three' it takes the suppletive plural form /bìt'ï/ (24)b. The NHR noun /mè/ 'goat', however, retains the same form for both singular (25)a and plural (25)b interpretations.

(24) a. àdìmè djàn
    child one

    'One child.'

b. bìt'ï tùsù
    children three

    'Three children.'

(25) a. mè djàn
    goat one

    'One goat.'

b. mè tùsù
    goat three

    'Three goats.'

Similarly, the generalization holds when verbal ajectives with contrasting singular ~ plural stems are applied (see §3), such as /cīi/ 'be black' and its reduplicated form /cīi-cīi/ 'be black (PL)' (cf. (13)a)). Again, while HR nominals take a plural form (26), NHR nouns remaining unchanged (27).
Proofs (a) and (b) can be summed up by saying that NHR nominals cannot encode number. Number may only be specified by another constituent such as a quantifier or verbal adjective. These same two proofs apply for pronominal agreement markers, as will be seen in §2.4. Having established that NHR nominals encode GENERAL NUMBER, it should be noted that this does not mean they are never or even rarely specified for number. As seen in examples (25) and (27), this is clearly possible using quantifiers or verbal adjectives. Also, more often than not the number value of a NHR nominal is implicit in the semantics of a verbal predicate due to the great number of verbs which encode PARTICIPANT NUMBER (see §3). My assertion is not that NHR nominals are usually ambiguous in number, but rather that GENERAL NUMBER is basic to them and that singular or plural interpretations are accomplished through other constituents. Thus, number can and often is specified secondarily through another lexeme, but the NHR nominals themselves remain outside the range of singular ~ plural opposition. In the following sections I will show this to be the case for various morphological types of NHR nominals.

2.3.2 Monomorphemic NHR nouns. In my lexical database many NHR nominals are simplex (monomorphemic) nouns. The last subsection amply illustrated GENERAL NUMBER using such nouns: /bàjì/ 'elephant(s)' in (21), /tɔ̀bɔ̀/ 'lion(s)' in (22), /waːc'ɔ'/ 'fish' in (23), and /mɛ̀/ 'goat(s)' in (25) and (27). Further examples are given in (28) showing that such nouns come from various semantic groups relevant to number marking, including countable animates (28)a), countable inanimates (28)b), prototypically mass nouns (28)c), and abstract nouns (28)d).

(28) NHR monomorphemic nouns

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>kʰàà</td>
<td>'chicken(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>diù</td>
<td>'bird(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wɔ́jóm</td>
<td>'hippo(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>milíli</td>
<td>'whistling duck(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>cá</td>
<td>'tree(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kù</td>
<td>'house(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wɔ̀mè</td>
<td>'foot / feet'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tутúlú</td>
<td>'musical horn(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>jì</td>
<td>'water'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tàng</td>
<td>'honey'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tàr</td>
<td>'natural light'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wárkì</td>
<td>'gold'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>làm</td>
<td>'skill(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jàj</td>
<td>'war(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>čjàŋ</td>
<td>'behaviour(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wāwù</td>
<td>'season(s)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.3 NHR Pronouns. Like the third person independent HR pronouns given in Table 6 and Table 7, the NHR independent pronouns have base form(s) which take additional morphology. All NHR
nouns use one or both of two base forms: /nà/ and */hà/. The most common way for these forms to be used as independent pronouns is with the demonstrative enclitics; these are given with their derivations in Table 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROXIMAL</th>
<th>MEDIAL</th>
<th>DISTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3NH:PROX</td>
<td>nén5</td>
<td>nénI tírI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3NH:PROX</td>
<td>nà = (i)n5</td>
<td>nà = (i)nI tírI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3NH:PROX</td>
<td>hén5</td>
<td>hénI tírI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3NH:PROX</td>
<td>hà = (i)n5</td>
<td>hà = (i)nI tírI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Like all other NHR nominals, these pronouns encode GENERAL NUMBER only; the number value of their referents is ambiguous when not specified by another constituent (or by context) as seen in (29) and (30), and their form does not change regardless of number being specified by another constituent, as seen in (31) (again using the verbal adjective /c’i/ 'be black' to encode number).

(29)  a. nén5 tā nà?  3NH:PROX BE what?  'What is this /are these (non-human),'#
      b. ḡi hén5 tā nà?  CON 3NH:PROX BE what?  'And what is this /are these?'

(30)  a. tā nà -mún  BE 3NH-3PL.POSS  'It is / they are their thing(s)'  b. tā hà -mún  BE 3NH-3PL.POSS  'It is /they are their thing(s).'

(31)  a. āgā = númá  nā = mó  c’I  1SG.NOM=want 3NH=REL be.black  'I want the black one.'  
      b. āgā = númá  nā = mó  c’I~c’I  1SG.NOM=want 3NH=REL REDUP=be.black  'I want the black ones.'

While the differences between these two pronouns is still not fully understood, it is clearly neither number nor gender. Rather, in cases of contrast /nà/ tends to be used for new information whereas */hà/ for given information (compare (29)a with (29)b) which are sequential clauses in the same utterance). Also /nà/ is far more productive than */hà/, serving exclusively as the non-human pronoun in interrogatives (29) and relative clauses (31).

---

10 The morpheme /nà/ is not marked with a (*) because it is attested independently as the non-human interrogative pronoun, as in example (29).
2.3.4 NHR nominals with lexicalized, semi-productive, and productive derivational prefixes.

A large group of NHR nouns are formed using derivational strategies similar to those described for HR nominals in §2.2.2, but all without reference to number.

A group of mostly animate NHR nouns have what appear to be lexicalizations of the HR derivational prefixes: two words beginning with /ʊ-/ '3SG.M' given in (32), and many more with /ɓā-/ '3SG.F', a selection of which are given in (33). While historically these may have been productive derivational prefixes, the roots of these words are all fossilized, and thus they are analyzed synchronically as unary lexemes.

(32) NHR nominals with lexicalized /ʊ-/ prefix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ʊbɪɡɪ</td>
<td>vervet(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʊtjɛt</td>
<td>'frog(s)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(33) NHR nominals with lexicalized /ɓā-/ prefix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ɓākūbāc'</td>
<td>'patas monkey'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓābɪmʊs</td>
<td>'centipede(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓājɪrɔk'</td>
<td>'little green bee-eater'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓāsɪlɪl</td>
<td>'lizard'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓākɔkɔ</td>
<td>'African jacana(s)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen in (34) and (35), these nouns pattern exactly like the NHR monomorphic lexemes and pronouns, inherently encoding GENERAL NUMBER (a) and maintaining the same form even when a singular (b) or plural (c) interpretations are required by other constituents (unlike HR nouns which would utilize either the plural derivational prefix /bɪ-/ or the plural inflectional prefix /ʊ-/ or a suppletive form).

(34) a. ʊbɪɡɪ  
   vervet  
   'Vervet(s).'

   b. ʊbɪɡɪ djān  
      vervet one  
      'One vervet.'

   c. ʊbɪɡɪ tʊsʊ  
      vervet three  
      'Three vervets.'

(35) a. ɓābɪmʊs  
   centipede  
   'Centipede(s).'

   b. ɓābɪmʊs djān  
      centipede one  
      'One centipede.'

   c. ɓābɪmʊs tʊsʊ  
      centipede three  
      'Three centipedes.'

With few of these nouns the initial /ɓā-/ could possibly be analyzed as a synchronic prefix. For example the word /ɓawūlæbēs/ 'spider' in (36)a looks like a participant nominalization of the verb /wūl/ 'scamper' similar to the HR derivations seen in (8), and the word /ɓamār/ 'rainbow' (36)b appears to be a singular form like those of the HR nouns with an unmarked plural (refer to (14)).

(36) NHR nouns with semi-productive /ɓā-/ 'F' prefix

   a. ɓā-wūl-à-b-ɛs  
      F-scamper-SOURCE-OBL-body  
      'Spider(s).'

      (lit. one(s) (F) who scamper(s) on the body)
b. ɓā-ːmār
   r-spirit
   'Rainbow(s),' (lit. female spirit, god)

Even if /ɓā-/ is synchronically a prefix, it clearly no longer encodes singular number like the corresponding human prefix /ɓā/ '3SG.F' since these lexemes pattern exactly like the unary NHR lexemes in (35) with respect to GENERAL NUMBER.

Similarly, a very large group of NHR nominals have either a lexicalized or semi-productive prefix /à-/ 'NA', which I analyze as a phonological reduction of the pronoun base /*hā/ 'NH' (parallel to the HR derivational prefixes which are reductions of their respective pronoun bases). Examples of unary lexemes — with lexicalized prefixes and fossilized roots — are given in (37) below.

(37) NHR nominals with lexicalized /à-/ prefix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ɓhūt</td>
<td>'civet cat(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓbār</td>
<td>'heron(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓjībā</td>
<td>'red-billed quelea(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṣpūlūŋ</td>
<td>'ground hornbill(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓk'wàmāk'</td>
<td>'millipede(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɗdōj</td>
<td>'moon(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɗtūnā</td>
<td>'windstorm(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓbūrūk'ɛ́</td>
<td>'musical horn(s)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are several reasons I consider /à-/ to be semi-productive in some cases. First, a fair number of these lexemes can be synchronically analyzed as participant nominalization deriving the A or S participant of a verbal predicate, with a tendency toward agent-like semantics. For example the word /àsácùj-càrē/ 'African thrush' is a nominalization of the verb /sá/ 'eat.SG' (38)a), and /àdōcà/ 'woodpecker' of the verb /dōŋ/ 'peck' (38)b). Second, some terms can be synchronically analyzed as nominal derivations, such as the word /àwùrì/ 'Rüppel's starling' from /wùrì/ 'red acacia', so named because of the bird's affinity for the tree species. Third, while most novel derivations utilizing /à-/ are not acceptable, they occasionally are, as with the neologism /àdjànsè/ 'rhinoceros', coined by one of my informants (38)d). Fourth, there is evidence that /à-/ is used to adapt borrowed roots into the animate non-human class, as in (38)e).

(38) NHR nouns with semi-productive /à-/ 'NH' prefix

a. ɗ-sá-cúj-càrē
   NH-eat-feces.ASC-baboon
   'African thrush(es).'(lit. one (NH) who eats baboon feces)

b. ɗ-dōŋ-cà
   NH-peck-tree
   'Woodpecker(s).'(lit. one (NH) who pecks wood)
c. à-wúrì  
NH-acacia.sp  
'Rüppel's starling(s).' (cf. /wúrì/ 'red acacia')

d. à-djān-sē  
NH-one-tooth  
'Rhinoceros(es).' (lit. one (NH) with one tooth)

e. à-jāmāl  
NH-camel  
'Camel(s).' (cf. Arabic /dʒamal/ 'camel')

Again, whether /à/- is lexicalized or semi-productive, the point most relevant to this discussion is that it does not encode either singular or plural number like the corresponding HR derivational prefixes. These lexemes attest GENERAL NUMBER, as illustrated above and in (39) and (40).

(39) a. ähū djān  b. ähū tūṣū  
fish.sp one  fish.sp three  
'One fish (sp.).' 'Three fish (sp.).'

(40) a. äḍōycá djān  b. äḍōycá tūṣū  
woodpecker one  woodpecker three  
'One woodpecker.' 'Three woodpeckers.'

Finally, there is a large group of NHR nouns productively derived using the pronoun base /nā/ 'NH' or its corresponding derivational prefix /nà-/ . Like the HR nouns in §2.2.2 the pronoun base can be put in an associative construction (refer to (4)), as with the examples in (41). Recall that with the HR nominals derived this way, the number value was encoded lexically in the modifying pronoun. So here, as expected, the derivatives follow /nā/ in encoding GENERAL NUMBER.

(41) a. nā-kā  b. nā-pā  
3NH:ASC-house  3NH:ASC-house  
'wickerwork(s)' 'possession(s), property'

In addition, the derivational prefix /nà-/ can be used for participant nominalization of the O or S argument of a verb, with a tendency toward patient-like semantics. Examples of such nominalizations are shown in (42).

(42) HR nouns derived from verb roots  
a. cār  b. tā  
'nà-cār' 'nà-tā'  
'thought(s), idea(s)' 'work(s), deed(s)'

'do, work'
Nominal and Verbal Number in Bilugu Opo

Recall in the discussion of H NHR participant nominalization (§2.2.2) that certain verbs have contrasting singular and plural stems. In such cases the H derivation prefix /bí-/ '3PL' attaches to the verbal plural stem. The prefix /nà-/ can likewise derive H NHR nominals using verbal plural stems, but such derivations do not simply produce the plural equivalents of nouns derived from singular stems. This is because the plurality being encoded in these forms is not NOMINAL NUMBER, since /nà-/ only encodes GENERAL NUMBER, but rather VERBAL NUMBER inherent to the semantics of the verb (see §3 for complete discussion). Consider (43a) and (43b), which are repeated from above but expanded to include derivations utilizing the plural stem. While the nominalization of the stem /kʰɔ́/ 'be bad' in (43a) results in a term 'evil', the nominalization of its plural stem results in either 'bad things' or a term for 'garbage' (a kind of mass noun). Similarly in (43b) the nominalization of the singular stem corresponds to 'food' or 'meal(s)', while that of the plural stem corresponds to 'variety of foods' or 'feast(s)', not simply a grammatical plural. Further examples are given in (43c-d).

(43) H NHR nouns derived from verb roots

| a. kʰɔ́ | 'be bad'     |
| kʰɔ́-kʰɔ́ | 'be bad (PL)' |
| nà-kʰɔ́ | 'evil'       |
| nà-kʰɔ́-kʰɔ́ | 'bad things, garbage' |
| c. kʰá | 'sprout (vi.)' |
| kʰá-kʰá | 'sprout all over' |
| nà-kʰá | 'sprout(s)'   |
| nà-kʰá-kʰá | 'sprouting things' |
| d. sá  | 'eat.SG'     |
| nà-sá  | 'meal, food' |

My point here is that even though it appears that these derived forms are encoding a singular ~ plural contrast, that this is not actually the case. Like all the other types of H NHR nominals observed so far, the nominal element of these forms still encodes GENERAL NUMBER, it is only the verbal element that is contributing towards a plural interpretation. Further, the plurality being encoded is not NOMINAL NUMBER, but rather is related to the semantics of the verb (see §3 for full discussion).

2.3.5 Secondary number marking in NHR noun stems. Finally, it is important to note that there is one environment where H NHR nouns do express NOMINAL NUMBER on the noun-stem. This is when an H noun acts as an attributive nominal of an NHR noun using the associative construction. This most commonly occurs when a speaker wishes to express the gender or familial role of an animal, as with the examples in (44) (45) and (46). Note, however, that this only applies to suppletive plurals. Thus, even though the H noun /kómʊ/ 'mother' normally takes an inflectional plural, when it becomes the modifier of a NHR noun in (47) (taking the form /kómán/) it can no longer do so, and the number value of the derived noun is GENERAL.
(44) a. àɗmè-kʰàa
child.sg:ASC-chicken
'chick'

b. bitř-kʰàa
child.pl:ASC-chicken
'chicks'

(45) a. bāpʰá-kʰàa
woman.sg:ASC-chicken
'hen'

b. ŝpʰś-kʰàa
woman.pl:ASC-chicken
'hens'

(46) a. òkàf-í-kʰàa
male.sg:ASC-chicken
'rooster'

b. bàf-í-kʰàa
male.pl:ASC-chicken
'roosters'

(47) a. kómán-í-kʰàa
mother.nh:ASC-chicken
'hen(s)'

b. *ů-kómán-í-kʰàa
*pl-mother.nh:ASC-chicken
*‘hens’

2.3.6 An Exception for Cows. There is one noun in Bilugu Opo that breaks the mould of the number system. The word /pì/ 'cow' takes the plural form /pìb/ 'cows'. According to Corbett, this is a common exception for languages which attest a human ~ non-human split; domesticated animals such as dogs or cows are often given "honourary human" status for number marking (2000:58). The case of /pì/ 'cow' in Bilugu Opo is interesting, however, because it appears to be highly irregular morphologically. Given its cognates in other Koman languages (see Table 11) the most likely explanation of its form is that of coda-deletion for the formation of the singular, the plural being the original general form. It appears that this is a relatively recent innovation in Bilugu Opo, since the other dialects do not make the same distinction. There was considerable confusion amongst some of my younger informants about which form should be singular, while others noted that the form /pìb/ is older and the form /pì/ is an innovation of the current generation.

Table 11. Koman cognates for 'cow'. Data for Komo from Otero (2015a:129), for Uduk from Killian (2015:105, p.c.), and for Gwama from Justin Goldberg (p.c.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Opo</th>
<th>Komo</th>
<th>Uduk</th>
<th>Gwama</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bilugu</td>
<td>Modin</td>
<td>Pame</td>
<td>Dana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'cow'</td>
<td>pì</td>
<td>pì</td>
<td>pì</td>
<td>pì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>pib</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.7 Summary of the Second System. In this section I have shown that NHR nominals utilize a SECOND SYSTEM of number expression which fundamentally encodes GENERAL NUMBER. Singular or plural NOMINAL NUMBER may be specified by other constituents, such as quantifiers, verbal adjectives, or HR nominals with suppletive plurals functioning as attributive nominals, but it can never be specified on the nominal itself. This is the case even when an NHR nominal is derived using the participant nominalizing derivational prefixes. Unlike those of the TOP SYSTEM, such
prefixes in the SECOND SYSTEM are mostly lexicalized, forming unary lexemes with fossilized roots. But even those which are productive like /nà-/ 'NH', or semi-productive like /à-/ 'NH' and possibly /bà-/ 'F', do not encode number as they do for HR nouns. Rather, they derive nominals loosely based on agency or grammatical role, with /à-/ and /bà-/ being semi-productive for more agent-like nominalizations and /nà-/ productive for patient-like nominalizations. In cases where the productive /nà-/ derives NHR nominals from verbal plural stems, the result is not plural NOMINAL NUMBER but rather a plurality related to the semantics of the verb itself.¹¹

2.4 Nominal Number Agreement on the Verb Stem

In this section I will examine how NOMINAL NUMBER is marked on the verb stem through pronominal agreement markers (a.k.a. anaphoric clitics). The pattern here is quite simple and makes the split between the top and second systems even more obvious: pronominal agreement markers always agree in number and natural gender with the HR nominal they anaphorically reference, but when referencing NHR nominals take only the non-human form.

The pronominal agreement markers for Bilugu Opo are given in Table 12, including nominative, accusative, and benefactive forms, and their corresponding possessive suffixes. Note that the first person singular and plural, and the second person plural agreement markers are the same as the independent pronouns given in Table 6. These morphemes live somewhere on the edge between being free words and clitics, so in some cases I gloss them as clitics (e.g. most examples in this section), and in other cases as free words (refer to examples (1) and (2)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NOM</th>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>BEN</th>
<th>POSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>āgā</td>
<td>=āgā</td>
<td>gāgā</td>
<td>-(f)má</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>=ā</td>
<td>gāj</td>
<td>mńfí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG.M</td>
<td>ār</td>
<td>=ār</td>
<td>gār</td>
<td>-(f)r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG.F</td>
<td>āb</td>
<td>=āb</td>
<td>gāb</td>
<td>-(f)b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3NH</td>
<td>ān</td>
<td>=ān</td>
<td>gān</td>
<td>-(f)n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹¹ My analysis of the Bilugu Opo SECOND SYSTEM differs significantly from that of Lemi, who claims that there is a prefix /buwaa-/ which can be used to pluralize non-human nouns (2010:14). This is likely the quantifier /būɑ̞/ 'many, much', the nature of which becomes clear with some testing: it is not obligatory for specifying a plural referent, it can be added to already plural referents to intensify number (e.g. /būɑ̞ ŋan /ɓëm /tūsù/ 'many three lions').

¹² Note that for both the nominative and accusative forms there is often tonal assimilation and vowel coalescence with surrounding constituents. I show the effects of a process when I consider it phonemic (e.g. /āgā = ā /1SG.NOM=IPFV → /āgā /1SG.NOM:IPFV), but not when I consider it phonetic (e.g. /kārən = ān /hear=3NH.ACC' → [kāran]). In line with this, note that benefactives in this table are derived from the proclitic /gā/= /BEN/ plus the accusative enclitic. In most forms the vowel of /gā= / will elide and spread its H tone to the latter, the effects of which I show (e.g. /gā = ūn /BEN=3PL' → /gūn /BEN:3PL'). The 1PL forms do not cause the vowel of /gā= / to elide, being consonant initial, but do receive H tone spread (e.g. /gā = mànə / → /gā = mànə /BEN=1PL.EXCL').
Looking first at the **TOP SYSTEM**, all HR nominals take agreement markers corresponding with their person (i.e. first, second, third) real-world number (i.e. singular or plural) and natural sex (i.e. male or female, except for the rare case of non-human for unisex agreement). Thus, in the third person if a referent is singular the corresponding agreement marker will be either masculine or feminine depending on its natural gender, or if a referent is plural it will be plural. This can be seen in (48) using the unisex word /dımê/ 'child'. When the speaker is referencing a male child pronominal agreement markers are singular masculine (48)a), when referencing a female child agreement markers are singular feminine (48)b), and when the referent is changed to the plural /bit/i/ 'children' agreement is also plural (48)c).\(^{13}\) In both cases gender could be specified by adding /ɔ́/ 'man' and /pʰɔ̄/ 'woman', or /baŋ/ 'men' and /pʰɔ́/ 'women' as attributive nominals modifying /dımê/ or /bit/i/ respectively, but this would have no effect on agreement. Note that in these examples, and most that will follow in this section, the verb in the first clause does not contain a pronominal agreement marker because the subject is already specified by an overt noun phrase. Agreement markers found in the second clause anaphorically reference this noun phrase. When verbs are arranged serially (as with 'eat food, drink water' in (48)) usually only the first verb takes an agreement marker. Also note that the variation between singular and plural verb stems found in these examples will be explained fully in §3; it does not count as agreement with NOMINAL NUMBER, but rather PARTICIPANT NUMBER.

(48) a.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pronominal Agreement Markers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1PL.INCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL.EXCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ α \] dìmê  jû.  ābì k’ɔ́rɔ́n  ār = sá  mà,  pʰi  jû,  

child come.SG afterwards 3SG.M.NOM=eat.SG food drink.SG water

ār = jà.

3SG.M.NOM=go.SG

'A child came. Afterwards he ate food, drank water, and left.'

b.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pronominal Agreement Markers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1PL.INCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL.EXCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ α \] dìmê  jû.  ābì k’ɔ́rɔ́n  āb = sá  mà,  pʰi  jû,  

child come.SG afterwards 3SG.F.NOM=eat.SG food drink.SG water

āb = jà.

3SG.F.NOM=go.SG

'A child came. Afterwards she ate food, drank water, and left.'

\(^{13}\) Note that in these example I have glossed the phrase /ābì k’ɔ́rɔ́n/ as 'afterwards' to better reflect the semantics, but it is actually constructed from fà-bì/ 'SOURCE-OBL' and /k’ɔ́rɔ́n/ 'back:3NH.POSS' which could be translated more literally as 'from its back'.
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c. bitʃi jàə. àbì k'ɔrɔ̀n ɔn=ùsà mà, ḣpît jì.
children come.pl afterwards 3PL.NOM=eat.pl food drink.pl water

翁 = ?já
3PL.NOM=go.pl

'Children came. Afterwards they ate food, drank water, and left.'

Use of non-human agreement marker /ān/ for singular unisex agreement with human referents is very rare, but is nevertheless attested. There are instances, for example, where it is used to refer to a HR such as a very small child, as in (49). This, along with the lexicalized /*à-/ seen on HR kinship terms, is evidence that the non-human paradigm, including the pronoun /*hà/ and the derivational prefix /-à/, possibly comes from a historical neuter.

(49) àdìmè mú = ɔn = tũũ, kòmò kòt = ān
child REL=3PL.NOM=give.birth mother.3POSS hold=3SG.N.ACC

'The child that was born, its mother held it.'

Looking at the SECOND SYSTEM, for NHR nominals there is only one option for pronominal agreement markers: the non-human /ān = /'3NH.NOM', / = ān/ '3NH.ACC', /gàn/ '3NH.BEN' (refer to Table 12 above). While /ān encodes singular number in the rare cases when it indexes a HR nominal, it indexes GENERAL NUMBER when used with NHR nominals. Thus in (50), since the number value of /bàj/ 'elephant(s)' is not specified by another constituent it remains ambiguous (general), as does its agreement marker in the following clause.

(50) bàj ɓeɾ-ũ. əpìjèn5 ān = sìsì.
elephant arrive-DD1 now 3NH.NOM=disappear

'Elephant(s) arrived here. Now it/they disappeared.'

As per my argument in (19)c) for GENERAL NUMBER in the SECOND SYSTEM, even when other elements in the clause force a number interpretation of a NHR, the pronominal agreement markers remain the same. Thus in (51) when a quantifier is added to the sentence from (50) the referent's number is now specified, but the pronominal agreement marker does not change form whether this is singular Error! Reference source not found.a) or plural (51)b).

(51) a. bàj djàn ɓeɾ-ũ. əpìjèn5 ān = sìsì.
elephant one arrive-DD1 now 3NH.NOM=disappear

'One elephant arrived here. Now it disappeared.'

b. bàj tùsù ɓeɾ-ũ. əpìjèn5 ān = sìsì.
elephant three arrive-DD1 now 3NH.NOM=disappear

'Three elephants arrived here. Now they disappeared.'

14 Note that the 3pl clitic on the relative clause in this example is a means of expressing passiveness, as is reflected in the free translation. Also note that /kòmò/ 'mother.3POSS' is inalienably possessed.
The same applies to NHR nominals which are formed with lexicalized or semi-productive derivational prefixes. Regardless of whether the noun attests the non-human /á-/ or feminine /ɓã-/ or masculine /ù-/ /á/, the agreement marker is always /än/ '3Nhr'. Thus in (52) below the word /bagulol/ 'yellow-billed kite' takes the general non-human agreement, despite having a lexicalized feminine prefix /ɓã-/ (53). Again, this is true even when number is specified by other constituents, as is the case here where the verbs /wija/ ~ sɔ/ 'run SG ~ PL' and /sá ~ ûsá/ 'eat SG ~ PL' obligatorily encode PARTICIPANT NUMBER (see §3).

(52) a. ɓagulol wija-ù. àbi kɔrɔn an = pʰ5 kɔhã a sř = ṣın
kite run.SG-DD1 afterwards 3NH.NOM=catch chicken eat.SG=3NH.ACC

ään = wija.
3NH.NOM=run.SG

'A kite came. Afterwards it caught chicken(s), ate it/them, and left.'

b. ɓagulol sɔ-wò. àbi kɔrɔn an = pʰ5 kɔhã ûsã = ṣın
kite run.PL-DD1 afterwards 3NH.NOM=catch chicken eat.PL=3NH.ACC

ään = sɔ.
3NH.NOM=run.PL

'Kites came. Afterwards they caught chicken(s), ate it/them, and left.'

Finally, even when an NHR is specified for gender and number through an attributive nominal (refer to §2.3.5), the pronominal agreement is still general non-human. Thus in (53) number and gender are specified by the HR nouns /okaj/ 'man' (53)a and /ba/ 'men' (53)b modifying the general NHR /jùwà/ 'large feline(s)', but in both cases the pronominal agreement markers referring back to them is the general non-human /än=/. If these HR attributive nominals were removed, the NHR's number would again be ambiguous (general). This same pattern obtains for NHR nominals modified by feminine HR attributive nominals (e.g. /bàpʰã-jùwà/ 'female feline').

(53) a. okaj-f jùwà bɛr-ù. àbi kɔrɔn an = pʰ5 kɔhã, an = sisi.
man-ASC-feline arrive-DD1 afterwards 3NH.NOM=catch chicken 3NH.NOM=disappear

'A male feline arrive here. Afterwards it caught chicken(s), and disappeared.'

b. bàf-f jùwà bɛr-ù. àbi kɔrɔn an = pʰ5 kɔhã, an = sisi.
men-ASC-feline arrive-DD1 afterwards 3NH.NOM=catch chicken 3NH.NOM=disappear

'Male felines arrived. Afterwards they caught chicken(s), and disappeared.'

It is clear from the examination of pronominal agreement markers and their function in agreeing with NOMINAL NUMBER that Opo indeed operates with two number systems: the TOP SYSTEM applying to HR nominals which obligatorily encodes a singular ~ plural opposition, and the SECOND SYSTEM applying to NHR nominals which encodes GENERAL NUMBER (only specifying number through other constituents).
3. Verbal Number in Bilugu Opo

Having laid the foundation of number in the noun system of Bilugu Opo I will now describe number in the verb system, which I claim is VERBAL NUMBER (Corbett 2000) or PLURACTIONALITY (Newman 1990). In §3.1 I introduce my terminology and give an overview of the phenomenon in Bilugu Opo. In the following sections I describe two groups of verbs differentiated by how they derive the plural stem and the resulting semantics. First, I describe a large group of verbs which encode VERBAL NUMBER through three morpho-phonemic strategies — tonal modification, vowel gemination, and reduplication — showing that the semantics are relatively unpredictable, depending heavily on lexical information and context to determine whether they affect PARTICIPANT NUMBER or EVENT NUMBER or both (§3.2). Next I describe a small group of high-frequency verbs which predictably encode PARTICIPANT NUMBER via two lexical strategies: suppletion or stem alternation (§3.3). Finally, I outline my arguments as to why the phenomena of both the morpho-phonemic and lexical verbal plurals do in fact constitute VERBAL NUMBER or PLURACTIONALITY as opposed to mere agreement with NOMINAL NUMBER (§3.4).

3.1 Defining Verbal Number

Corbett defines VERBAL NUMBER as "number related to the semantics of the verb, and not merely marked on it" (Corbett 2000:243). This term corresponds to Newman's PLURACTIONAL or PLURACTIONALITY (1990, 2012), which he defines as "derived plural verb stems denoting semantic plurality" in contrast with "inflected plural verb forms required by a conjugational concord system" (2012:188). In order to more finely categorize the semantics of VERBAL NUMBER/PLURACTIONALITY, I will follow Corbett in using the term PARTICIPANT NUMBER to refer to VERBAL NUMBER which affects the semantics of nominal arguments of a verb (2000:246), and the term EVENT NUMBER to refer to VERBAL NUMBER which yields a plurality of events such as iterative, serial, or repeated action (2000:248). I will continue to use VERBAL NUMBER and PLURACTIONALITY as equivalent cover terms for both PARTICIPANT NUMBER and EVENT NUMBER.

In Bilugu Opo, in addition to the number-gender concord system observed in the pronominal clitics (§2.4), there is an entirely different system of number expression which occurs in the verb system via modification of the root. This modification fundamentally affects the semantic plurality of the verb rather than simply indexing the number value of the verb's arguments. Furthermore, both the form of modification and the semantic effects in Bilugu Opo are varied and relatively unpredictable, depending heavily on lexical and contextual information. This aligns exactly with the kind of morphologically and semantically diverse verbal plural derivation which Newman considers prototypical of PLURACTIONAL (2012:187-88).

VERBAL NUMBER is actually common in Koman, being attested in Sudanese Komo (Burns 1947), Ethiopian Komo (Otero 2015a:126), Chali Uduk (Stevenson 1942, Killian 2015:181), and Gwama (Hellenthal 2017). In Bilugu Opo, however, the system appears to be much more extensive than in other Koman languages. Firstly, verbs attest all possible types of VERBAL NUMBER predicted by Corbett (2000), both EVENT NUMBER and PARTICIPANT NUMBER affecting all possible arguments of the verb — single participants (S), agent arguments (A), and patient arguments (O). Secondly, as mentioned, the semantics are wide ranging, including iterative, repetitive, and successive effects on the verbal event, as well as multiplicity or variety of verbal arguments. Thirdly, verbs attest multiple
different morpho-phonemic and lexical strategies for encoding this VERBAL NUMBER: tonal modification, vowel gemination, reduplication, suppletion, and stem alternation.\footnote{This description again differs significantly from that of Lemi, who claims some verbs as having distinct singular and plural stems differentiated by L tone and H tone respectively, or by a prefix /u-/ (2010:21). As is demonstrated in the present paper, however, the form and semantics of VERBAL NUMBER in Opo is much more complex than this.}

The basic patterns of this phenomenon in Bilugu Opo are illustrated in (54) through (57) below. Observe the modification of the verb stem between (a) and (b) and the corresponding change in semantics. In (54) the verb /wɔř̥/ 'flash' undergoes tonal modification and the multiplicity of events is affected; in Error! Reference source not found. the verb /bút'/ 'be weak' undergoes partial reduplication and the multiplicity of S participants is affected; in (56) the verb /sá/ 'eat' takes an alternative stem and the number of A arguments is affected; and in Error! Reference source not found. the stem /dír/ 'gather' reduplicates and the variety of O arguments is affected.

(54) a. ān = wɔř̥
    3NH.NOM=flash.SG
    'It flashed (lightning).'</n    b. ān = wɔ́ř̥
    3NH.NOM=flash.PL
    'There were many flashes of lightning.'</n
(55) a. ān = bút'
    3NH.NOM=be.weak
    'It is weak.'
    b. ān = ɓū~bút'
    3NH.NOM=REDUP~be.weak
    'They (objects) are weak'</n
(56) a. sá mā!
    eat.SG   food
    '(You SG) eat food!'
    b. ūsā mā!
    eat.PL   food
    '(You PL) eat food!'</n
(57) a. ār = dír = ān
    3SG.M.NOM=gather=3NH.ACC
    'He gathered (the) things.'
    b. ār = dí-dír = ān
    3SG.M.NOM=REDUP~gather=3NH.ACC
    'He gathered (the) various things.'</n
It should be noted that not all verbs in Bilugu Opo can encode VERBAL NUMBER. In fact over half of all verb roots in my lexicon do not attest any kind of plural stem (see (96) in §3.4). The remainder, those verbs which can encode VERBAL NUMBER, may be organized into two slightly overlapping groups according how they derive the verbal stem and the resulting semantics. First, there is a large group of verbs which encode EVENT NUMBER or PARTICIPANT NUMBER (with specific semantics lexically and contextually determined) by means of tonal modification, vowel gemination, and reduplication. I will refer to these as the morpho-phonemic verbal plurals. Second, there is a small group of high-frequency verbs which predictably encode PARTICIPANT NUMBER through suppletion or stem alternation. I will refer to these as lexical verbal plurals. In the following two sections I discuss these two groups in detail.
3.2 Morpho-Phonemic Verbal Plurals

Just under half of all verbs in my lexical database encode VERBAL NUMBER by deriving a plural stem via three different morpho-phonemic strategies. Specifically, these strategies are tone modification — meaning verbs encode VERBAL NUMBER through changing or replacing the tonal pattern of the root / singular stem — vowel gemination — meaning verbs encode VERBAL NUMBER through gemination of the vowel in the first syllable — and reduplication — meaning verbs encode VERBAL NUMBER through partial reduplication. Interestingly, provided how varied the forms and semantics can be, most verbs will employ only one of these strategies (see §3.2.4 for an example of multiple strategies employed on the same verb). In the following subsections I give examples of the form and semantics attested for each of these strategies.

3.2.1 Tone Modification. The most common strategy for deriving a plural stem is through modification of a verb's tonal pattern. The form of these patterns is for the most part unpredictable; I therefore broadly categorize them into register raising and register lowering patterns. A chart of the patterns observed thus far is given in Table 13. Token counts in this chart are based on the number of verbs in my lexical database which attest different singular and plural stems through tone modification only.

---

16 It should be noted that the latter two processes often also include modification of the root tone pattern.
17 Note that I follow Snider in treating level tone patterns across multiple syllables as a single tone and contour tones on a single syllable as a sequence of two tones (2017:14-15). Thus, for example, both the verbs /kâs/ 'be absent' and /kʰâpâ/ 'be red sc' would be said to have a M pattern, not M and MM. Note also that in cases of bound roots, I do not count the tone of the derivational morphology as part of the root melody. Thus with /isâ ~ iśâ/ 'approach DD2' and /isû ~ iśû/ 'approach DD1', where /‘is ~ iś/ is unattested, I count both as a single occurrence of M→X tonal modification.
Table 13. Tonal modification patterns for singular and plural stems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular Pattern</th>
<th>Plural Pattern</th>
<th>Tokens in Lexicon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register raising patterns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>XM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>MH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register lowering patterns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>MH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>MH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>LM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides register raising patterns being more common, and within that a disproportionate number of L or M roots changing to H or X in the plural stem, I have not yet been able to discern a rule for tonally deriving a plural stem. Example (58) shows a register raising pattern (M→H), whereas example Error! Reference source not found. shows a verb with a register lowering pattern (X→L).

(58) Tone modification affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of S
   a. ān = kʰápá
       3NH.NOM=be.red.SG
   'It is red.'
   b. ān = kʰápá
       3NH.NOM=be.red.PL
   'They (non-human) are red.'

(59) Tone modification affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of A
   a. ār = ðp
       3SG.M.NOM=wash.SG clothes
   'He washed clothes.'
   b. ūn = ðp
       3PL.NOM=wash.PL clothes
   'They washed clothes.'

The semantic effects of this tonal modification are varied, depending heavily on both lexical information and the context. In the two examples just given, the plural stem rather straightforwardly indicates the PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the S and A (nominative) arguments, respectively. The same is shown for the O argument in (60) below.

---

18 One phonological generalization I have observed is that [+ATR] vowels tend to become /X/ when raised and /L/ when lowered, whereas [-ATR] vowels tend to become /H/ when raised and /M/ when lowered.
(60) Tone modification affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of O
a. ār = Ñถท mè   b. ār = Ñถท mè
  3SG.F.NOM=leash.SG goat  3SG.F.NOM=leash.PL goat

'He leashed a goat.'     'He leashed goats.'

In (61) below, repeated from (54) above, tonal modification affects EVENT NUMBER, yielding a kind of iterative aspect.

(61) Tone modification affecting EVENT NUMBER
a. ān = หงฟี 3NH.NOM=flash.SG
b. ān = หงฟี 3NH.NOM=flash.PL

'It flashed (lightning).'   'There were many flashes of lightning.'

In (62) below the semantic effect is a blend of PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the O argument and EVENT NUMBER. Here the scene is a woman grinding grain, which is typically treated as a mass noun cross-linguistically (compared to a typical count noun like /mè/ 'goat' in example (60)). 19 When the plural verb stem is applied in (62)b, it is not the multiplicity of grains affected, but rather the variety or number of kinds of grains. The sense is that the woman is grinding multiple times (EVENT NUMBER) and consequently multiple kinds of grain (PARTICIPANT NUMBER), since even a long day of grinding only one kind of grain would likely be considered a single event.

(62) Tone modification affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of O / EVENT NUMBER
a. āb = จุกแง 3SG.F.NOM=grind.SG=3NH.ACC
b. āb = จุกแง 3SG.F.NOM=grind.PL=3NH.ACC

'She ground it (grain).'   'She ground it (various kinds of grain).'

In some cases, examples which appear at first to affect PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the A argument can yield this integrated PARTICIPANT O / EVENT NUMBER effect when the plural stem is used with a singular A argument. For example, in Error! Reference source not found. the verb /สูตี่/ 'scoop' is used in the context of people scooping stew from a pot with a piece of /ม้อ/ 'traditional bread'. The difference between (a) and (b) at first appears to be only the number value of the subject. However, when the plural stem is employed with a singular subject, as in Error! Reference source not found.c), it yields a variety of O arguments (various kinds of stew being scooped), or distributive aspect (one kind of stew from various pots).

---

19 Since all NHR nominals in Bilugu Opo only encode GENERAL NUMBER, along with their bound pronominal agreement markers, the difference between count and mass nouns is morphologically irrelevant in terms of NOMINAL NUMBER. As shown here, however, the difference is relevant for the semantic effect of VERBAL NUMBER.
(63) Tone modification affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of A and O / EVENT NUMBER

a. ār = sūtā = ān
   3SG.M.NOM =scoop.SG =3NH.ACC
   'He scooped it (stew)'

b. ōn = sūtā = ān
   3SG.M.NOM =scoop.PL =3NH.ACC
   'They scooped it (stew)'

c. ār = sūtā = ān
   3SG.M.NOM =scoop.PL =3NH.ACC
   'He scooped it (various kinds of stew / multiple pots).'

Error! Reference source not found. c) compels us to analyze the semantics of Error! Reference source not found. a) and Error! Reference source not found. b) as more event oriented. The action of a single person scooping a single type of stew is considered a singular event and so employs the singular stem Error! Reference source not found. a), whereas the action of multiple individuals scooping stew (possibly of various types or from multiple pots) is considered multiple simultaneous instances of an event and thus employs the plural stem.

In other cases, the employment of the plural stem will vary depending on the sense of the verb. Consider the verb /jùgà/ 'call' in (64) and (65), which takes the sense 'to name' and 'to beckon' respectively. In both examples the contrast between (a) and (b) is that of a singular to a plural object. In (64)a) the act of naming a single individual takes the singular stem. In (64)b) the act of naming two individuals employs the plural stem, yielding a distributive aspect (EVENT NUMBER) over multiple objects (PARTICIPANT NUMBER). 20 In (65), however, the acts of beckoning a single individual (65)a) or multiple individuals (65)b) are both interpreted as singular events, and thus the singular stem is used.

(64) a. ūnà- jùgà   jùgèr   ɡá   c’álá
   3PL.NOM:IPFV-call.SG   name.SG:3M.POSS   COMP   Chala
   'He is called Chala.' (lit. they call his name Chala)

b. ūnà- jùgà   jùgà -món   ɡá   bákýj   gò   bátùk
   3PL.NOM:IPFV-call.PL   name.PL-3PL.POSS   COMP   Bakay   COM   Batuk
   'Their names are Bakay and Batuk.' (lit. they call their names Bakay and Batuk)

(65) a. ūn = jùgà   c’álá
   3PL.NOM = call.SG   Chala
   'They beckoned Chala.'

a. ūn = jùgà   bákýj   gò   bátùk
   3PL.NOM = call.SG   Bakay   COM   Batuk
   'They beckoned Bakay and Batuk.'

20 Note in example (64) that the singular and plural stems /jùgà ~ jùgà/ are zero-derived as the noun for 'name ~ names'. Note also that the use of the plural nominative subject /ūn=/ can be interpreted either as a plural agent or as a kind of passive. This is a common strategy for passives in Koman.
From these various examples it is clear that tonal plural stems are not a concord system triggered by the NOMINAL NUMBER value of one of the verb’s arguments. Rather it is derived VERBAL NUMBER, the exact semantics of which are determined partially by the lexical semantics of the verb and partially by the context. One final example emphasizes this. In (66) the use of the plural stem /k’5s5/ 'kill PL' as an imperative is ambiguous outside of context. If the imperative is directed towards a single addressee, the interpretation is distributive (i.e. killing multiple things in multiple events). If the imperative is directed toward multiple addressees, the interpretation could either be of multiple A arguments (e.g. simply multiple people engaged in killing) or multiple O arguments (e.g. killing multiple things as simultaneous events).

(66)  k’5s5 = ān!
      kill.PL=3NH.ACC
      '(You SG) kill them (non-human)! / (You PL) kill them (non-human)!'

3.2.2 Vowel Gemination. A less common strategy for deriving a plural stem is through lengthening the vowel of the first syllable. This lengthening may or may not be accompanied by tonal modification, and is attested with both polysyllabic Error! Reference source not found. and monosyllabic roots Error! Reference source not found.. Note again that I show length with double letters /aa/ instead of the IPA length marker /aː/.

(67)  Vowel gemination affecting EVENT NUMBER
a. ār = kābūs  pib
      3SG.M.NOM=stealSG  COW.PL
b. ār = kābūs  pib
      3PL.NOM=steal.PL  COW.PL
      'He stole cows.'                  'He stole cows repeatedly.'

(68)  Vowel gemination affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of S
a. ūtěnI   mōj
      3SG.M:MED  die.SG
b. bįjěnI   mōŭj
      3PL:MED  die.PL
      'That one (M) / he died.'                    'Those ones / they died.'

Like tonal modification, the semantics of vowel gemination depends on the lexical semantics of the verb and the context, possibly affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of any argument or EVENT NUMBER. In (67) above, where both (a) and (b) have singular A and plural O arguments, the stem change in /kābūs/ 'steal' has the effect of repetitive or habitual aspect (EVENT NUMBER). Contrastively, in (68) vowel gemination in the verb /mōj/ 'die' corresponds to the number of S arguments (PARTICIPANT NUMBER). Consider also (69), where the both singular and plural A arguments can be matched with either the singular or plural verb stem of the verb /pācũ/ 'pound', yielding different semantic effects (rather than ungrammaticality, which would be expected of a concord system). When the number of the A arguments corresponds with that of the derived stem — singular A with singular verb stem (69a), or plural A with plural verb stem (69b) — the effect is on the PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the A argument. When the number is mismatched, however, it affects the PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the O and EVENT NUMBER. A singular A with the plural stem
yields a variety of O arguments or perhaps distributive aspect (69)c), and a plural A with the singular stem yields a singular O or a unary event (69)d).

(69) Vowel gemination affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of A and O / EVENT NUMBER

a. ār = pāc’ī ládà  
   3SG.M.NOM=pound.SG anvil
b. ān = pāc’ī ládà  
   3PL.NOM=pound.PL anvil

'He struck anvil(s).'</n’a

'He struck various anvils.'

3.2.3 Reduplication. Another common strategy for deriving a plural stem is through partial reduplication. This strategy is only attested on monosyllabic roots and takes the form of the onset and nucleus of the root being reduplicated and prefixed to it. Examples Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found. illustrate this. Note that in the process of reduplication there is usually tonal modification and that the initial consonant of the root may take a voicing feature (with voiceless unaspirated consonants becoming voiced and implosive consonants become voiced non-implosives).

(70) Reduplication affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of S

a. ān = bū’t’  
   3NH.NOM=be.weak
b. ān = bū~bū’t’  
   3NH.NOM=REDUP~be.weak

'It is weak.'

'They (non-human) are weak'

(71) Reduplication affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of O

a. ār = kʰāp’=ān  
   3SG.M.NOM=repair=3NH.ACC
b. ār = kʰā~kʰāp’=ān  
   3SG.M.NOM=REDUP~repair=3NH.ACC

'He repaired it.'

'He repaired many/various things.'

Once again the semantics of this root modification depend largely on the lexeme and context. Above are examples of reduplication encoding multiple S participants of a verbal adjective (70), or the variety of O arguments of a transitive verb (71). Reduplication can also affect EVENT NUMBER of both transitive and intransitive verbs. In (72) with the verb /pī/ 'throw', reduplication can encode iterative aspect, in this case a single spear being thrown again and again. In (73) with the verb /kāl/ 'turn aside', it has a similar effect, in this case serial instances of leaving the path.

(72) Reduplication affecting EVENT NUMBER of a transitive verb.

a. ār = pī nāk’ā  
   3SG.M.NOM=throw spear
b. ār = pī~bf nāk’ā  
   3SG.M.NOM=REDUP~throw spear

'He threw a spear.'</n’a

'He threw a spear repeatedly.'
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(73) Reduplication affecting EVENT NUMBER of an intransitive verb.

a. ār = kál  
   3SG.M.NOM=turn.aside
b. ār = ká-kál  
   3SG.M.NOM=REDUP-turn.aside

'He turned aside.'  
'He turned aside repeatedly / strayed.'

The only semantic gap in the reduplicative strategy is that of an unambiguous effect on PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the A argument. In (74) below the verb /cɔ̄/ 'pierce' can reduplicate to indicate a plural A in the context of a thorn piercing someone. The A argument in this scene is not prototypically agentive, however, and the same construction could also be used to indicate, for example, a single spear piercing an individual multiple times as in (75).

(74) Reduplication affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of A

a. kʰák'ā cɔ̄ = āɡā  
   thorn pierce=1SG.ACC
b. kʰák'ā cɔ́-ɡɔ́ = āɡā  
   thorn REDUP-pierce=1SG.ACC

'A thorn pierced me.'  
'Thorns pierced me.'

(75) Reduplication affecting EVENT NUMBER

a. nàkʰā cɔ̄ = ār  
   spear pierce=3SG.ACC
b. nàkʰā cɔ́-jɔ́ = ār  
   spear REDUP-pierce=3SG.ACC

'A spear pierced him.'  
'A spear / spears pierced him repeatedly.'

As with the other two morpho-phonemic strategies, semantic effects on PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the O argument and EVENT NUMBER can become blurred. In such cases it is the scene that is semantically affected by the use of the plural stem, the number of arguments involved being consequent. For example, consider the verbs /tʰű/ 'give birth' and /sʊ̄/ 'buy'. In these scenes it appears to affect the PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the O argument. In these scenes it appears to affect the PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the O argument. Error! Reference source not found. In Error! Reference source not found. these arguments are singular or plural respectively. The number of events being affected (EVENT NUMBER) consequently requires the number of arguments to be affected (PARTICIPANT NUMBER), since it is unnatural to speak of birthing a single child multiple times or buying the same exact cow multiple times.

21 Example Error! Reference source not found. attests some phonologically interesting reduplication. From other examples it is known that a voiceless unaspirated initial consonant on a root will voice after reduplication. Thus, phonetically we would expect /sʊ̄/ 'buy' to reduplicate as [sʊ̄-zʊ̄]. This, however, is a phonemic voicing process, and because Bilugu has merged the phoneme /z/ with /ɟ/, the voiced counterpart of /s/ also becomes /ɟ/, and the reduplicated form of /sʊ̄/ is /sʊ̄-ɟʊ̄/. Compare with Pame /sʊ̄-sʊ̄/ 'REDUP-buy'.

---

21 Example Error! Reference source not found. attests some phonologically interesting reduplication. From other examples it is known that a voiceless unaspirated initial consonant on a root will voice after reduplication. Thus, phonetically we would expect /sʊ̄/ 'buy' to reduplicate as [sʊ̄-zʊ̄]. This, however, is a phonemic voicing process, and because Bilugu has merged the phoneme /z/ with /ɟ/, the voiced counterpart of /s/ also becomes /ɟ/, and the reduplicated form of /sʊ̄/ is /sʊ̄-ɟʊ̄/. Compare with Pame /sʊ̄-sʊ̄/ 'REDUP-buy'.
3.2.4 Multiple Strategies & Summary. Finally, a few lexical items attest more than one morpho-phonemically derived plural stem. For example, the verb /gil/ 'see (vt.)' in (78) may derive a plural stem via vowel gemination (78)b) or reduplication (78)c). The former yields a kind of iterative aspect to a single event (to the effect of 'looking around'), whereas the latter yields a multiplicity of events and O arguments (multiple instances of seeing a variety of objects).

(77) a. ār=jà bì qàbàjá, já sù pi djàn
   3SG.M.NOM=go.SG OBL market go.SG buy cow one
   'He went to the market and bought one cow.'

b. ār=jà bì qàbàjá, já sù plb
   3SG.M.NOM=go.SG OBL market, go.SG buy cows
   'He went to the market and bought cows.'

c. ār=jà bì qàbàjá, já sù-jó plb
   3SG.M.NOM=go.SG OBL market, go.SG REDUP~buy cows
   'He went to the market and bought cows (several times or from several vendors).'

d. *ār=jà bì qàbàjá, já sù-jó pi
   *3SG.M.NOM=go.SG OBL market go.SG REDUP~buy cow
   '*He went to the market and (several times) bought a cow.'

(76) a. āb=tğū      ɐdfmē
       3SG.F.NOM=give.birth child
   'She bore a child'

b. āb=tğū        bítica
       3SG.F.NOM=give.birth children
   'She bore children (one father, in one place)'

c. āb=tğú~tğú    bítica
       3SG.F.NOM=REDUP~give.birth children
   'She bore children (various fathers or places)'

d. *āb=tğú~tğū    ɐdfmē
       *3SG.F.NOM=REDUP~give.birth child
   '*She bore a child (from a different father?)'
b. ṣr = ɡil  śro l ɲ̃un ɲ̃
3SG.M.NOM=see.PL country:MED

'He looked around at that country.'

c. ṣr = ɡi-ɡil  śro l ɲ̃un ɲ̃
3SG.M.NOM=REDUP-see country:MED

'He saw those various countries (at different times / locations).'

From the data presented here in §3.2 it is clear that the morpho-phonemic verbal plurals have rather unpredictable semantic effects on both PARTICIPANT NUMBER and EVENT NUMBER (the nuances being lexically and contextually determined). They are a derivational phenomenon, affecting the semantics of the verb rather than agreeing with the grammatical number of the verb's arguments.

3.3 Lexical Verbal Plurals

A small group of high-frequency verbs in Bilugu Opo encode VERBAL NUMBER through lexical strategies, either suppletion or stem alternation. Unlike the morpho-phonemic verbal plurals, these forms predictably encode PARTICIPANT NUMBER.

3.3.1 Suppletion. Nine verbs in my lexical database attest a suppletive relationship with another verb root to predictably encode PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the S argument of intransitive verbs, or the O argument of transitive verbs. In Error! Reference source not found. below I give all nine non-complex pairings (i.e. verb roots, excluding all phrasal or other derived forms). Though few in terms of number of tokens in the lexicon, this set includes some of the more frequent tokens in discourse, some even serving as tense/aspect auxiliaries verbs.

(79) Non-complex suppletive singular ~ plural verb pairings.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{jà} & \sim \text{ʔjá} & \text{'go SG ~ PL'} \\
\text{jó} & \sim \text{jàá} & \text{'come SG ~ PL'} \\
\text{wà} & \sim \text{k̄ó} & \text{'dwell, stay SG ~ PL'} \\
\text{tò} & \sim \text{í} & \text{'be present SG ~ PL'} \\
\text{t̄n} & \sim \text{cègè} & \text{'be big SG ~ PL'} \\
\text{bà} & \sim \text{cù} & \text{'lay (intr.) SG ~ PL'} \\
\text{wijà} & \sim \text{só} & \text{'run SG ~ PL'} & \text{(used for most fluid horizontal motion)} \\
\text{siná} & \sim \text{k̄b̄já} & \text{'fall into SG ~ PL'} \\
\text{p̄b̄á} & \sim \text{dí} & \text{'bring SG ~ PL'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Semantically these verbs are quite varied: \text{là} \sim \text{ʔjá} / 'go', \text{jó} \sim \text{jàá} / 'come', \text{wijá} \sim \text{só} / 'run', \text{siná} \sim \text{k̄b̄já} / 'fall into', and \text{p̄b̄á} \sim \text{dí} / 'bring' indicate translational motion, \text{bà} \sim \text{cù} / 'lay (intr.)' and \text{wà} \sim \text{k̄ó} / 'dwell' indicate static (non-motion) events, and \text{tò} \sim \text{í} / 'be present' and \text{t̄n} \sim \text{cègè} / 'be big' indicate abstract states. It is clear then that besides frequency there is no unifying factor as to which verbs take a suppletive partner.
Examples (80) and (81) show that the basic semantics being modified between the suppletive pairs in intransitive verbs is the number of S participants and not the number of events (a-b). Also, unlike verbs in the previous section, when VERBAL NUMBER of the verb stem and the NOMINAL NUMBER of the S argument are mismatched the result is ungrammatical (c-d).  

(80) Suppletion affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of S

a. ăr = ʒō
   3SG.M.NOM=come.SG

   'He came.'

b. ŏn = ʒàā
   3PL.NOM=come.PL

   'They came (not in multiple events).'</n

c. *ăr = ʒàā
   *3SG.M.NOM=come.PL

   *'He came (many times?).'

d. *ōn = ʒō
   *3PL.NOM=come.SG

   *'They came (in a single event?).'

(81) Suppletion affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of S

a. ār = wà k’āj
   3SG.M.NOM=dwell.SG be.good

   'He is well.' (lit. dwell good)  

b. ŏn = k’ʊ̄
   3PL.NOM=dwell.PL be.good

   'They are well.' (lit. dwell good)

c. *ār = k’ʊ̄
   *3SG.M.NOM=dwell.PL

   *'He dwells (multiple events?).'

d. *ōn = wà
   *3PL.NOM=dwell.SG

   *'They dwell (single event?).'

The examples below illustrate the suppletive pairs /bà ~ ʧù/ 'lay.SG ~ PL' (82) and /wijā ~ sā/ 'run.SG ~ PL' (83), also affecting the PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the S argument. In both cases, the number value of S is ambiguous apart from the verb stem.

(82) Suppletion affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of S

a. bà gù digá
   lay.SG COM peace

   '(You SG) sleep well!'

b. cù gù digá!
   lay.PL COM peace

   '(You PL) sleep well!'

(83) Suppletion affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of S

a. tɔ́rɔ́bìl = ínī wijā ɡàmbèlå
   vehicle=MED run.SG Gambella

   'That vehicle went to Gambella.'

b. tɔ́rɔ́bìl = ínī sā ɡàmbèlå
   vehicle=MED run.PL Gambella

   'Those vehicles went to Gambella.'

In certain cases, however, the plural stem of the intransitive verbs is utilized even though the grammatical subject is singular, because the semantics of the situation indicate plural agents. Thus in (84) the plural verb /cù/ 'lay.PL' is used because the act of copulation denotes a plural agent.

---

22 Otero shows how a similar mismatch gives rise to dual/paucal number in Ethiopian Komo (2015). This is not attested in Bilugu Opo, however.
Grammatically, however, the subject is singular /ùténǐ/ '3M.SG:MED' and the second participant is placed in a commitative clause.

(84) ùténĩ cù gō mās  
3SG.M:MED lay.PL COM wife.3POSS  
'That man slept with his wife.'

My lexical database only attests one transitive verb pairing in this group, /pʰâ ~ ɗɔ̄/ 'take', and here the plural stem affects the PARTICIPANT NUMBER of O as seen in (85).

(85) Suppletion affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of O  
  a. ār = pʰâ = ān  
     3SG.M:NOM=bring,Sg=3NH.Acc  
     'He brought it (one thing).'  
  b. ōn = ɗɔ̄ = ān  
     3PL.NOM=bring,Pl=3NH.Acc  
     'They brought it (many things).'</n
  c. ār = ɗɔ̄ = ān  
     3SG.M:NOM=bring,Pl=3NH.Acc  
     'He brought it (many things).'</n
  d. ōn = pʰâ = ān  
     3PL.NOM=bring,Sg=3NH.Acc  
     'They brought it (one thing).'</n

Similarly, when the intransitive verbs are derived as transitive actions the semantic effect of the plural stem shifts to affect the PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the O argument, thus attesting a kind of absolutive patterning. So in (86) the pair /bā ~ cù/ 'lay.SG ~ PL' can be derived as transitive verbs, becoming /bā ~ cùwà/ 'put.SG ~ PL'. The plural stem now marks a plurality of O arguments and can be mixed with the number of the A argument to produce a matrix of meaning: a singular subject with a singular object (86)a), plural subjects with plural objects (86)b), a singular subject with plural objects (86)c), or plural subjects with a singular object (86)d).

(86) Suppletion affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of O  
  a. ār = bā = ān  
     3SG.M:NOM=put,Sg=3NH.Acc SOURCE-down  
     'He put it (one thing) down.'  
  b. ōn = cùwā = ān  
     3PL.NOM=put,Pl=3NH.Acc SOURCE-down  
     'They put it (many things) down.'  
  c. ār = cùwà = ān  
     3SG.M:NOM=put,Pl=3NH.Acc SOURCE-down  
     'He put it (many things) down.'  
  d. ōn = bā = ān  
     3PL.NOM=put,Sg=3NH.Acc SOURCE-down  
     'They put it (one thing) down.'

---

23 I have not yet analyzed the means of derivation here, and it is possible these are lexicalized forms, not productive derivations.
Likewise, the verbs /sinā ~ kʰɛ̄já/ 'fall into SG ~ PL' can be derived as transitive verbs using the deictic directional marker /-(c)há/, becoming /siná ~ kʰɛ̄cʰá/ 'throw SG ~ PL' as in (87). The plural stem now affects the participant number of O and can be mismatched with the number of A arguments to change the scene.

(87) Suppletion affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of O
a. ār = sin-há = ān
   3SG.M.NOM=throw.SG-DD2=3NH.ACC
   'He threw it (one thing) away.'

b. ən = kʰɛ̄cʰá = ān
   3PL.NOM=throw.PL-DD2=3NH.ACC
   'They threw it (many things) away.'

c. ār = kʰɛ̄cʰá = ān
   3SG.M.NOM=throw.PL-DD2=3NH.ACC
   'He threw it (many things) away.'

d. ən = sin-há = ān
   3PL.NOM=throw.SG-DD2=3NH.ACC
   'They threw it (one thing) away.'

3.3.2 Stem Alternation. Bilugu Opo has four verbs which predictably encode PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the nominative argument through stem alternation. By stem alternation, I mean that the singular and plural stems have obviously related but synchronically unpredictable forms. Like the suppletive verbs these are all high-frequency verbs in terms of discourse. In Error! Reference source not found. I show the alternating forms of these four verbs.

(88) Non-complex stem-alternating singular~plural verb pairings.
   a. pʰɪ́ ~ ṭpʰɪ́ 'drink SG ~ PL'
   b. sá ~ ûsá 'eat SG ~ PL' (non-fleshy foods)
   c. nāp ~ kānáp 'burn, be angry SG ~ PL'
   d. pūt ~ kābút 'be satisfied SG ~ PL'

In (89) and (90) I give examples illustrating the semantic effect on the PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the A arguments for the two transitive verbs, and in (91) I illustrate the effect on the S argument for one of the two intransitive verbs.

(89) Stem alternation affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of A
   a. sá  mà!  eat.SG  food
   b. ûsā mà!  eat.PL  food
   '(You SG) eat food!'  '(You PL) eat food!'

(90) Stem alternation affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of A
   a. pʰɪ́  jì  drink.SG  water
   b. mí  ṭpʰɪ́  jì  1PL.INCL.JUSS  drink.PL  water
   '(You SG) drink water!'  'Let us (inclusive) drink water!'

24 The deictic directional marker 2 (DD2) for some lexemes is split into two distinct morphemes (see Smolders forthcoming). In this example with this suppletive verb pair, it takes the form /-(c)há/ for the itive or andative sense, but it could also take the form /-á/ to mark second person goal.
(91) Stem alternation affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of S
a. ār = nāp  àsimān  àsimān
   3SG.M.NOM=burn.SG  very
b. ōn = kānāp  àsimān
   3PL.NOM=burn.PL  very

   'He is very angry'
   'They are very angry'

The difference in form between singular and plural stems of these verbs could be analyzed synchronically as irregular plural affixes. However, these were likely formed through historical deletion of the initial syllable of a plural stem originally derived by tonal modification. Evidence for this can be seen in cognates of other Opo dialects and Koman languages, given in Table 14. While this satisfactorily explains the forms of the two transitive verbs, the */kā/ element of /kānāp/ 'be angry (PL)' and /kābūt/ 'be satisfied (PL)' remains a mystery, since no cognates have any comparable element.25

Table 14. Cognates for stem alternating verbal plurals in Opo dialects and Koman languages.
Data for Komo from Otero (2015a, p.c.), for Uduk from Killian (2015, p.c.), and for Gwama from Justin Goldberg (p.c.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Opo</th>
<th>Komo</th>
<th>Uduk</th>
<th>Gwama</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'eat'</td>
<td>Bilugu</td>
<td>Modin</td>
<td>Pame</td>
<td>Dana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>są</td>
<td>sā</td>
<td>sā</td>
<td>úfì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>ūsā</td>
<td>ūsā</td>
<td>ūsā</td>
<td>ūfì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'drink'</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>pʰí</td>
<td>pʰí</td>
<td>pʰí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>pʰí</td>
<td>pʰí</td>
<td>pʰí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'burn'</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>nāp</td>
<td>nāp</td>
<td>nāp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>kānāp</td>
<td>nāp</td>
<td>nāp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interestingly, the two transitive verbs /sā/ 'eat' and /pʰí/ 'drink' also attest a reduplicative plural stem effecting either EVENT NUMBER or PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the O argument. In (92), in the context of drinking traditional sorghum beer, the reduplicated form of /pʰí/ yields serial events. In (93), in the context of eating bread-like food, the reduplicated form of /sā/ could either be interpreted as multiple events or as a variety of O arguments.

(92) Reduplication affecting EVENT NUMBER
   ār = pʰí-pʰí  sì
   3SG.M.NOM=REDUP~drink  beer

   'He drank (traditional) beer (at various times/places).'

25 At present I analyze the verb /kāw ~ kāgāw/ 'be strong SG – PL' as partial reduplication, though it could also be analyzed as stem-alternation and thus be another example of the */kā/- prefix.
26 The cognates for /nāp/ in Komo, Uduk, and Gwama have the meaning 'be disabled'.
(93) Reduplication affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of O or EVENT NUMBER
\[ \text{ār} = \text{sā~sā} \text{ mā} \]
\[ 3\text{SG.M.NOM}=\text{REDUP~eat} \text{ food} \]

'He ate various kinds of food / he ate at various times / places.'

Note that these reduplicated forms are based off the singular stem, and do not change depending on the number of A arguments as shown in (94) (i.e. there is no attestation of a reduplication of the alternate plural stem, such as /sā~ūsā/).

(94) a. \[ \text{ūn} = \text{sā~sā} \text{ mā} \]
\[ 3\text{SG.M.NOM}=\text{REDUP~eat} \text{ food} \]

'They ate various kinds of food / ate at various times / places.'

3.4 Arguments for Verbal Number

As noted in §3.1, both Corbett (2000) and Newman (1990, 2012) define VERBAL NUMBER and PLURACTIONAL respectively in contrast to a system of agreement with NOMINAL NUMBER. The latter is said to be an inflectional verb form predictably triggered by the grammatical number of a particular argument (e.g. the nominative argument). Since I am claiming that the phenomena I have just described in sections §3.2 and §3.3 are genuine instances of VERBAL NUMBER, in this section I will briefly make my arguments for this and against a system of concord with nominal arguments. My main points are summed up in (95):

(95) Arguments for VERBAL NUMBER and against NOMINAL NUMBER agreement in the Bilugu Opo verb system.
   a. Number expression in the verb system is not ubiquitous.
   b. Number expression in the verb system is not always obligatory.
   c. Number expression in the verb system is semantically and morphologically unpredictable.
   d. Number expression in the verb system has all the characteristics of PLURACTIONALITY noted by Newman (2012).

My first point — number expression in the verb system is not ubiquitous (95)a — refers to the fact that over half of verb roots in my lexical database do not attest a plural stem. Such verbs have a single root form which does not change regardless of extra-verbal changes to the number value of the verb's arguments or events. This can be seen in Error! Reference source not found. with the verb /cāŋi/ 'send'. In Error! Reference source not found.a) I show the base verb form when all arguments and events are semantically singular. In subsequent examples I show that the form /cāŋi/ remains unchanged with a plural subject (96)b), object (96)c), and even events (96)e) (in this case, encoding of multiple events is accomplished by an adverbial phrase).
(96) a. ār = cānjí  gāb  àdìmér  
3SG.M.NOM=send  BEN:3SG.F  child:3M.POSS

'He sent her his child'

b. ūn = cānjí  gāb  àdímē -mόn  
3PL.NOM=send  BEN:3SG.F  child-3PL.POSS

'They sent her their child'

c. ār = cānjí  gāb  bit'fr  
3SG.M.NOM=send  BEN:3SG.F  children:3M.POSS

'He sent her his children'

e. ār = cānjí  gāb  àdìmér  jè  säj  
3SG.M.NOM=send  BEN:3SG.F  child:3M.POSS  eye be.many

'He sent her his child many times.'

It would be expected that a system of concord with NOMINAL NUMBER, being an inflectional category, would have a much wider application than less than fifty percent of verbs; the majority of verbs should inflect for plural agreement with only a small number of exceptions. Since we find this is not the case in Bilugu Opo, number in the verb system is better analyzed as derivational VERBAL NUMBER.

My second point — number expression in the verb system is not always obligatory (95)b — refers to the attestations of mismatches between the number in the verb stem and that of its arguments (refer to (63), (69), (86), and (87)). Instead of being universally ungrammatical, as would be expected of a system of NOMINAL NUMBER agreement, these mismatches yielded unique semantic effects. This argument even applies for the lexical verbal plurals described in §3.3, where mismatched suppletive pairs were attested in constructions that were grammatically singular but semantically plural (refer to (84)), and in cases where these verbs were derived as transitive (refer to (86) and (87)).

My third point — number expression in the verb system is semantically and morphologically unpredictable (95)c — refers to the fact the same semantic effect is accomplished through diverse morphological strategies. Consider, for example, how the plural stem of verbal colour adjectives are derived using all three morpho-phonemic strategies: tonal modification (97), vowel gemination (98), and reduplication (99). Here we have three different strategies employed to affect PARTICIPANT NUMBER of the S argument, all within a small set of semantically related verbs.
Tonal modification affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of S in a colour verb

a. \( \text{ān} = \text{p’āt’ā} \)  
\( 3 \text{NH.NOM} = \text{be.white.SG} \)

'bIt is white.'

b. \( \text{ān} = \text{p’āt’ā} \)  
\( 3 \text{NH.NOM} = \text{be.white.PL} \)

'They (non-human) are white.'

Vowel gemination affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of S in a colour verb

a. \( \text{ān} = \text{cìr} \)  
\( 3 \text{NH.NOM} = \text{be.green.SG} \)

'It is green.'

b. \( \text{ān} = \text{cìr} \)  
\( 3 \text{NH.NOM} = \text{be.green.PL} \)

'They (non-human) are green.'

Reduplication affecting PARTICIPANT NUMBER of S in a colour verb

a. \( \text{ān} = \text{c’ì} \)  
\( 3 \text{NH.NOM} = \text{be.black.SG} \)

'It is black.'

b. \( \text{ān} = \text{c’ì-c’ì} \)  
\( 3 \text{NH.NOM} = \text{REDUP-be.black} \)

'They (non-human) are black.'

Similarly, with the lexical verbal plurals described in §3.3, while the semantic effect is more regular than the morpho-phonemic verbal plurals, the form is entirely unpredictable (at least synchronically). Thus, both groups are heavily dependent on lexical information for the form of the plural stem. Contrastively, we would expect a system of agreement with NOMINAL NUMBER to have more predictability of form.

My conclusion is that because number in the verb system is consistently unpredictable, either in form or meaning or both (especially in the morpho-phonemic verbal plurals), these phenomena cannot represent a system of agreement with NOMINAL NUMBER. The lexical verbal plurals could possibly be analyzed as such on the basis of their semantic predictability, but it would be strange to argue for a system of agreement that only applies to thirteen verbs and that has no regular form. Thus, I analyze these as a smaller, irregular set of a larger phenomenon of lexically encoded VERBAL NUMBER.

My final point — number expression in the verb system has all the characteristics of pluractionality noted by Newman (2012) (95d) — refers to Newman's summary of the key characteristics of PLURACTIONALITY which arose from decades of cross-linguistic publications (2012):

What emerged from these studies [...] is that pluractionality involved (a) plurality in the verb per se, (b) derivation rather than inflectional agreement, (c) ergative-type relations with other arguments in the sentence, (d) reduplication as a common means of formation, and (e) the common appearance of suppletive forms. [p.186]

Newman's characteristic (a) has been abundantly illustrated for Bilugu Opo by the dependency of form and semantics of VERBAL NUMBER on lexical information. The plural stem does not refer to nor is triggered by grammatical number information external to the verb, but rather is intrinsic to its semantics. Newman's characteristic (b) is closely related this, since he is referring to derivation which affects fundamental semantics, not that which changes word class. In line with this, Newman notes that PLURACTIONAL forms would be expected to serve as the input for further derivation or inflection (2012:192). This is certainly the case in Bilugu Opo with both the morpho-phonemic and
lexical verbal plurals, which were shown in §2 to serve as the basis for nominal derivation, and additionally serve as the base of other verbal derivations (e.g. deictic directional derivations, see Smolders forthcoming). Newman's characteristics (c) was seen both in §3.2.3, where reduplicated forms which affected PARTICIPANT NUMBER tended towards absolute patterning, and in §3.3.1 where derived transitive verbs did the same (refer to examples (86)(87)). Finally, Newman's characteristics (d) and (e) are obviously attested, being two of the five strategies for deriving plural stems described above.

4. Conclusion

In this paper I have described both NOMINAL NUMBER and VERBAL NUMBER in the Bilugu dialect of Opo. In §2 I showed how NOMINAL NUMBER can be divided into two number systems along the animacy hierarchy: the TOP SYSTEM encompassing all human referents (HR) and encoding a basic singular ~ plural opposition, and the SECOND SYSTEM encompassing all non-human referents (NHR) and encoding GENERAL NUMBER. With regard to the TOP SYSTEM I described three major categories of nominals, each employing different strategies for expressing number: pronouns mark both singular and plural through suppletion (lexically); kinship terms mark plural with the inflectional prefix /ʊ̄- PL'; the rest of HR nouns fusionally encode number and gender via the third person pronoun bases */ʊtā/ '3SG.M' /*bā/ '3SG.F' and */bĳa/ '3PL, their related derivational prefixes /ʊ- '3SG.M', /bā- '3SG.F, and /bī- '3PL', or through suppletion (mostly explicable as historical lexicalizations of the derivational morphemes). While most HR nouns mark both singular and plural, ethnonyms and a few other lexemes mark only singular. Regarding the SECOND SYSTEM I showed that while other constituents might be used to specify number, such as quantifiers, attributive nominals, or verbal adjectives, the NHR nominals themselves inherently encode GENERAL NUMBER, which is to say number marking is intrinsically unavailable to them. This is the case regardless of whether an NHR nominal is monomorphic or morphologically complex, such as derived forms. Finally, I showed how this two-system analysis is confirmed by indexation patterns with the pronominal agreement markers.

In §3 I described VERBAL NUMBER (a.k.a PLURAL ACTIONALITY) in Bilugu Opo, differentiating it from NOMINAL NUMBER agreement (which was shown to be marked on the verb via pronominal agreement markers in §2.4). Following Corbett (2000), I distinguished two types of VERBAL NUMBER based on their semantic effects: PARTICIPANT NUMBER, which affects the multiplicity or variety of a verb's arguments, and EVENT NUMBER, which affects the multiplicity or aspect of events. I then described how verbs expressing such VERBAL NUMBER in Bilugu Opo can be divided into two groups based on the form used for deriving the plural stem and the predictability of the resulting semantics. These are, first, the morpho-phonemic verbal plurals — which derive the plural stem via tone modification, vowel gemination, or reduplication with rather unpredictable semantics — and second, the lexical verbal plurals — which derive the plural stem through suppletion or stem alternation and predictably encode PARTICIPANT NUMBER. In the final section I summarized my arguments for why the phenomena of both the morpho-phonemic verbal plurals and the lexical verbal plurals constitute genuine VERBAL NUMBER as opposed to merely a system of agreement with NOMINAL NUMBER. Specifically, I argued that number in the Opo verb stem is neither ubiquitous nor obligatory, that it is too semantically and morphologically varied to constitute agreement, and further that it bears all the key characteristics of PLURAL ACTIONALITY noted by Newman (2012).
### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>first person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>second person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>third person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>subject of transitive verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>accusative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC</td>
<td>associative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>verb of identity / copula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEN</td>
<td>benefactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>commitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP</td>
<td>complementizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>connective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD1</td>
<td>deictic directional 1 (ventive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD2</td>
<td>deictic directional 2 (itive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIST</td>
<td>distal demonstrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCL</td>
<td>exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>feminine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>high tone ((\tilde{v}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>human referent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCL</td>
<td>inclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intr.</td>
<td>intransitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPFV</td>
<td>imperfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUSS</td>
<td>jussive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>low tone ((\tilde{v}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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